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MAX AN NETT puls “Lillie Pockets” ihrough training laps while Herbie Dick follows with “Rhyihhi G’’. (Review photo by Tom
©HSOIi
ByTomCronk 
Sandown Park is 
currently home to four 
Standardbred pacers, the 
first to be trained on 
Vancouver Island since the 
late 1920’s, and the first 
ever to be trained at the 
Sidney racetrack.
Local horseman, Herb 
DitT, is training “Birdie’s 
Dolly”, and “Sister 
Seeker", (both owned by 
Bill Dick of Alberta); 
“Little Pockets", (owned 
by Christine Annett); and
his own horse, “Rhythm 
C", in preparation for, the 
upcoming harness racing 
season at Sandown.
The season is slated to 
run for 65 days of 1979, 
from May 19 through to 
September 9, and it is 
e.xpectcd that almost 500 
horses will be involved in 
competition. At present 
there arc only 250-3()0 stalls 
at the track but plans for 
the season include the 
construction of enough 
additional units to raise the
■ Option Extended
, The option held by 
Oceanside Investments, the 
Vancouver development 
firm interested in Sidney 
Island, has been extended 
from March 7 to March 31, 
according to a spokesman 
for Sidney Island Com­
mittee.
A release from the 
committee said that the 
Vancouver developer’s 
option to purchase all 1,7S.3 
acres of private land on tlie 
island for subdivision 
purposes cxpiied on March 
7 withotit his having 
actpiired the zoning changes 
necessai y for development,
“Having been asvarc of 
the situation for many 
months and having seen 
clear evidence of nearly 
universal public support for 
government purchase of 
Sidney Island for park use, 
it was hoped that the 
cabinet would have been 
ready for prompt action on 
March 7," the news release 
said.
“Unfortunately, despite 
Dneournging statements by 
l,ands. Parks and Housing 
Mini,stcr Jitti Chubdt, past 
parks minister Sam Uawlf 
and public support by 
Provincial .Secretary Hugh 
Curtis, the cnbinci con­
tinued to show little Interest 
in this nrirenf minier, As a 
result, Oceanside Invest­
ment's option to purchase 
the laiui has been ex­
tended.”
The Sidney Committee 
svas “dismayed and in­
credulous at this lack of 
government interest" but 
will continue to seek a 
mocling with Chnbot to try 
and stimulate cabinet 
support, the release stated, 
The committee has never, 
taken a position on the 
matter of price for the 
island which is owned by 
.lack Todd and R..I, 
Wilson, and for vvhich the 
asking price has been 
reported as $3.75 million, 
The news release notes 
that the assessed value; of 
the island is under $2 
million which places the per 
acre price at less than 
$1.5()0.
number to 500.
Harness racing is ex­
pected to be an economic 
boom to the area because of 
ts great appeal as a 
spectator sport (no. 1 in 
North America), and 
because, as a Canadian 
industry, it employs more 
people than any other.
At present, Sandown 
Park affords many training 
advantages to Herb Dick 
and his apprentice, Russ 
Gattingcr, such as almost 
unlimited availability of 
track usage since the four 
marcs arc the only hor.ses 
being trained here. Also, 
because the tr.ack is sur­
faced with sand, it is easier 
on the horses while, at the 
same time, provides faster 
muscle conditioning. The 
track will shortly be re­
surfaced over half of its 
width with limestone, the 
harder, “normal" harness 
l acing sill face, to facilitate 
high speed training.
Pride of the four, 
“Bridie’s Dolly", is what 
Herb denotes a “class 
horse", and before she was 
injured iind subseciuently 
sidelined last season, was 
favoured to win many of 
the “Stakes" races in 
Alberta. She has averaged 
2:05 over a mile, under 
slower, winter it tick 
conditions, and is expected 
to iinpiove on that time this 
summer.
“Rhythm G” has been 
racing for eight of her 10 
years, with over $32,0(X) in 
winnings to her credit. 
Although in favour of 
breeding this mare. Herb 
has also been considering 
her retirement from 
competition at the finish of 
the season. Since the other 
three horses are also brood 
mares, their careers will 
probably follow a similar 
pattern.
“Little Pockets” is 
shaping up well according 
to Max Annett, although 
she was in poor condition 
when purchased. She raced 
in Alberta, where the 
Annett’s claimed her, and 
earned $11,700 in winnings 
last season.
“Sister Seeker" is the 
baby of the group, a thrcc- 
year-old filly, who will see 
the racetrack for the fir.si 
time in her life this season. 
Herb Dick has faith that she 
will perform well, despite 
the fact that recent in­
clement weather has 
hampered her training.
Noticeable around the 
stable and the track is the 
professionalisin and the 
dedication that Herb, Mux 
and Russ have toward the 
care and the training of the 
four marcs, If ail trainers 
and owners racing at 
Sandown tins season arc so 
inclined, tlie public can 
expect good competition
The e v e r - m o r e -
controversial question' of 
smoking in public buildings 
surfaced on Monday night 
at a meeting of the trustees 
of Saanich School District.
Because of the con­
troversy sparked by the 
question approval of a list 
of regulations governing the 
community use of school 
buildings was tabled for 
reworking and further 
discussion.
“Smoking is not per­
missible in any area within 
the school,” read part of 
one regulation in a long list 
submitted by Trustee 
Walter Tangyc,' chairman 
of the board’s .services 
committee.
If that regulation is going 
to be enforced we better 
have signs,” said Trustee 
Norma Scalcy. She cited a 
case where a number of 
adults, at an after-hours 
meeting she was attending, 
defied the rule on the 
grounds that there were no 
regulations covering the 
matter. One of the smokers 
was a teacher.
“I know that the people 
in charge of the school 
propel t ies are very anxious 
about smoking — the 
damage to carpets and 
tables nn|.l whatever, from 
cigarettes," said Tangyc,
“What I’m worried 
about,” continued Trustee 
Sealey, “is the double 
standard which is imposed 
in this case. You either 
allow smoking or you don’t 
—- and if you don’t that 
means no smoking 
everywhere in the buildings 
during and after school 
hours and in or out of 
teachers restrooms. The 
whole thing should be 
clearly defined.”
In another criticism of 
the regulation chart, one 
which in the opinion of 
Trustee Gerry Kristianson, 
dealt more with policy than 
regulation, Kristianson 
asked why, if a charge was 
to be iriiidc for indoor use 
of school buildings, no 
charge was made for 
playing fields which were 
more costly to maintain.
“All wc arc trying to do 
is write a set of rules for use 
of school buildings by the 
community,” said rrustec 
rangye. “We are not 
setting policy statements. 
Ac you sure you're not 
using a shvinch gun to 
shoot a duck?”
There were a lot of things
in titc net of regulations 
which couldn’t be resolved 
at that time,, countered 
Iriistec Sealey, moving that 
the matter be tabled.
A .survey among Grade 5 
students on racial 
prejudice, which involved 
questions about parents’ 
attitudes, ethnic
background and personal 
history, precipitated a sharp 
difference of opinion 
among members of Saanich 
School District board which 
met on Monday night.
Trustee Walter Tangye 
displayed a letter from a 
parent who said that her 
child came home to tell her 
that the university 
questioners had read a story 
and then queried the 
youngsters on its contents. 
They also asked questions 
pertaining to the child’s 
parents.
What significance did 
such a survey have, the 
mother asked in her letter 
and what was its purpose. 
When asked by children 
what it was all about the 
questioners said; they 
“really didn’t know how to 
explain it.”
If her ethnic background 
was to be explored, the 
mother saidj let it be done 
through her and not her 
children.
Trustee Tangye moved 
that no more surveys “of 
this type” be conducted in 
district schools.
What, asked Trustee 
Norma Sealey, did“of this 
type’ ’ ; mean jn the 
resolution. Each survey, she 
thought, should be judged 
on its merits
Amplifying his>mbtidn^ 
Tangye said that he m^ht 
surveys; oh' racial prejudice 
and particularly those 
which involved information 
about students’ families. 
They were not acceptable, 
the tru.stee said, and par­
ticularly so when they were 
made by “junior” univesity 
students, as this one was. 
The question launched a
Such surveys were 
useless, .said Trustee Jack 
Armstrong. He recalled 
that he didn’t like anything 
about the project when it 
was first proposed.
Not so, said Trustee 
Gerry Kristianson. It was 
true that the survey was 
conducted by junior 
students and that .was not 
good but information on 
student attitudes was useful 
and information about 
family origins was ger- 
maine. And, after all, no 
names were mentioned. 
Everything was confidential 
and anonymous.
What wasn’t good, said 
Trustee Ruby may Parrott, 
was that the questioners 
were not totally candid 
about the survey and its 
purpose.
‘ ‘Rubbishy stuff, ’ ’ 
growled Armstrong, the 
sample was too small to be 
useful; it was done by 
junior students and its 
purpose, essentially, was to 
train university students 
how to conduct such 
assessments.
Race prejudice was a 
delicate matter, said 
Tangye. It was dangerous 
even and it had been shown 
that youngsters often 
picked up their prejudices, 
if any, not at school but at 
home.
The motion to outlaw all 
such surveys was defeated 
but the letter will be 
brought to the attention of 
the university students and 
their teachers and they will 
be told of the board’s 
concern to be honest and 
candid in such projects.
long discussion on the 
whole question of surveys 
and their value. It was 
stated that the students who 
conducted the question­
naire had appeared before 
the board and did explain 
that they didn’t intend to 
give reasons for the survey 
to the Grade 5 youngsters.
Wharf for Anglers 
Launching Site 
'Sidney Anglers 
Association has been given 
permission to park two 40- 
foot logs alongside the boat 
launching ramp in front of 
the Sidney Hotel. Per­
mission was granted by 
Sidney council at a regular 
meeting Monday night. The 
logs will be used to help 
boat owners launch their 
cruft using the logs as 
walkway: the association 
said it would also repair 
potholes in the romp and be 
responsible for dismantling 
the log wharf at the end of 
the season.
Sidney council split down 
the middle Monday evening 
when aldermen sat down to 
I elect a representative to 
replace ailing Mayor Dick 
1 Leigh on the Gapital Region' I 
District Commissioii. ” . ’
In the absence oLLeigh, 
whbxis resting .UfL vvithy a 
heart condition, they failed 
to elect anyone to the seat.
The matter now rests 
with the Mayor who wijl be 
petitioned by council to 
recommend an alderman 
’or consideration. Under 
municipal regulations he is 
not permitted to cast a legal 
vote on the matter unless he 
is physically within the 
confines of the council 
chamber.
A tie vote was recorded 
following the nomination 
of acting Mayor Ross 
Martin and Aid. Jim Lang. 
Martin then withdrew his 
name and nominated Aid. 
Peter Grant. Once again the 
issue resulted, following a 
secret ballot, In a lie vote.
Visibly agitated, Aid. Jim 
Lang pointed out to council 
that he had more free time 
than cither Martin or Grant 
and would have no dif­
ficulty in attending CRD 
mccting,s on a regular basis. 
This comment sparked 
some rather acrimonious 
debate which was only 
brought to a close when 
council decided to ask 
Mayor Leigh to recommend 
a member for the CRD 
appointment,
Unless Mayor Leigh is 
able to personally present 
himself at the next council
meeting in two weeks time ; 
he will only be able to giv& 
his opinion and not; cast a Ji 
deciding vote on the matter 
said Town Administrator 
Geoff Logan.
Aid. Jim Lang gathered..’ 
up his papers and walked? 
quietly from the meeting ; 
when the matter had been 
terminated.
“I note that Aid. Lang 
has departed,” said Aid. 
Peter Grant. ‘‘This matter 
is of such importance 1 
suggest we raise it once, 
again and bring the matter 
to a vote.”
“That’s a double-cross," 
snapped Aid. Ben Eithier., 
Martin declared the matter 
closed until Mayor Leigh 




During the month of 
February Sidney RCMP 
received a total of 269 
complaints; they attended 
one fire, found 26 business 
premises unlocked, siczed 
eight cases liquor, listed 
eight bicycles stolen and 
lodged 54 persons in the 
detachment cells (two of 
whom were female). Of 
those accepting this en­
forced hospitality, 52 were 
drunk.
Sidney council received 
this and other information 
from Sjaff Sergeant George 
Whittaker, officer in 
command of the detach­
ment at the regular Monday 
night meeting. ^
Marina Owner Wants Deep Cove Wl
Wluu Kenneth Iverson, 
proprietor of Deep Cove 
Marina, would like to do is 
to plank one side of the 250- 
foot-long government 
wharf adjacent to his 
property to break the force 
of the prevailing northwest 
wind.
But, to do this, he may 
have to buy the wharf and 
this he is prepared to do, 
Mcebanks of the deal, he 
thinks, would be for North 
Saanich to buy the wharf 
and then sell it immedintely 
to him,
"It could actually be 
nlinosi done in one 
operation," Iverson says.
I'lie wharf extends out 
into Deep Cove for about
250 feet and, at tlie cud, arc 
pilings to wliicli a 50-foot 
fioat used to be anchored, 
rite structure i.s ip good 
sliapc and, according to 
Iverson, all it needs i.s a coat 
of paint, It is immediately 
adjacent to Deep Cove 
Marina, operated by 
Iverson and, if planked, 
would make a first-class 
hreakwater.
Tlic fedepd guvciiiiiiciil 
gave notice Inst year that it 
was no longer prepared to 
maintain the wharf and 
operate it ns a municipal 
facility and, at its last 
meeting, North Saanich 
anincll’s Committee "B" 
received two pciiiion.s 
relevant to t,hc facility.
One was from a group of 
11 Deep Cove residents who 
want to repair, maintain 
and operate the wharf n.s a 
pedestrian walkway and the 
second from Mr. Iverson, 
was signed by 58 people in 
tlie Peninsula, "in support 
of a proposal to upgrade 
the Deep Cove 'Marina 
facilities in a logical manner 
to provide a service to local 
bout owners.”
"The redcrnl government 
goofed on this one,” 
Iverson said Friday. “The 
straciurc is siiljngout In the 
middle of nowhere and 
tirere doesn't seem to be any 
water lease with it. I wrote a 
letter to the federal 
government offering to buy
it but tlie government said 
that the municipality liad 
the first option. So 1 am 
Itoping that North Saanicli 
will buy it and allow me to 
purchase it from tlicm, 
And, of course, the 
municipality has control of 
the water leases off the 
foreshore.” ’
Iverson said that he had 
applied to Nortli .Saanich 
for an cMcnsion of Ins 
water rights but had been 
refused on the grounds that 
he didn't have enough 
adjoining land and the size 
of the water lease iringed on 
the untount of adjacent 
foreshote,
Iverson has had the 
marina since September and
is tite last in a succession of 
owners. He is spending 
about $12,000 on im­
proving die facility, he said 
I ridny, and is prepared to 
do more if I'c ‘^an, by 
plunking the adjacent 
wharf, lie is assured of 
shelter Irom lltc luvrllrwest 
wind.. , , .
Reapirs to his marina 
which ,are now underway, 
were made necessary by this 
wiiUCT’s winds wltich did a 
lot of damage, Iverson said.
Membeis ut ixoilli 
.Saanicli council apparently 
feel iliat the wharf is loo 
valuable "to let go" ami 
that Us reludnliiation is no 
mammoth undertaking.
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Reastaurant





Open Tues, - Sat. 10 • 7 PM
Phone Ahead for Faster Talieout
652-3954
P-V FAMILY RESTAURANT 
OPEN DAILY 11 AM
for
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT







Breahfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 




ITinc in leisure in the cliarminn 
iiltnnsphere nf the OIrl SirLss 
Chniet and enjuy mir 
oiilslandini! fine French cuisine. 
Evening Dining from S-JO PM 
Open Every Day Except Foes.




"Homestyle Cooking and Baking 
at Old Fashioned Prices"







THURSDAY & SUNDAY 
SMORGASBORD DINNER 
WEDNESDAY EVENING
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Reservations 656-3541
An explanation was given 
to Sidney council Monday 
evening for the recent 
power outages on the 
Saanich Peninsula by J.N. 
Olsen, president and chief 
operating officer of B.C.' 
Hydro. Mr. Olsen wrote 
council and his letter was as 
follows:
“With reference to your 
letter dated 13 February 
supporting a recent solution 
passed by the District of 
North Saanich, the multiple 
power failures experienced 
by residents in the Saanich 
and Sidney areas in mid- 
November and mid- 
December were attributable




2359 Beacon Ave., Sidney
Hue Diiiiiiy ul 
l\i'ii<uuiililc Pnic<
LtUiil Artwurk' mi Di>iiliiu 
OPen: Mon. to Thurs. 9AM • 8PM 
Fti. & Sat. 9AM to 11 PM 
Sunday 9AM to 10 PM
Phone 656-3191
hotel Sidney
Foot of Beacon Ave.
OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 






Beacon Plaza Mali 




BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY. B.C.
The Finest in 
Family Dining 
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
656-1176
Spoelallting In Chinese 
a Canadian Food
OPEN: MON.-THURS. 4“ • MIDNIGHT 
FRI.-Sat 4* • 1“ a,m.
. SUNDAY 4” - 8“ p.tn.
Delivery with minimum order
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3
For a visit
back to the I890's 
COMPLETE LUNCHEON MENU
Corner of Ifit. Newton Cross 
Road S East Saanich Road
652-1575
4689 ELK LAKE DR. 
Victoria, B.C.
STRATHMORE DINNING ROOM
Continental cuisine in ^ 
a traditional English atmosphere 
7 Days a Week 5:30 to 10:30 
lealuring
THE THATCH DISCO
/Two liveliest dance floors in Victoria. 
Open - Mon. to Sat.
8 p.m. to 2 a.m. 658-5231
9776 - 4th St, , Sidney
Behind the Post Office
— SPECIALIZING IN —
FISH S CHIPS 
Breakfast-tunch-dinner 
Open Daily 7:30 AM • 7:30 PM
COMPLETE TAKE OUT SERVICE
656-1621
An application to 
remove eight adjoining 
parcels of land, totailing 59 
acres on the north side of 
Mills Road towards West 
Saanich, was flatly refused 
by North Saanich council 
on Monday night.
J.H. Whittome and Co. 
Ltd., agents for the owner, 
stated that the proposed use 
for the property was 
“Harness racing track and 
horse stabling farm.’'
No subdivision was 
involved but there would be 
rezoning or reclassification 
and possible building 
permit applications.
Speaking against the 
application. Aid. Eric 
Sherwood said the proposal 
was in conflict with North 
Saanich community plan 
and that the land was in the 
agricultural land reserve 
and currently used for 
farming.
“We don’t need two race 
tracks in North Saanich’’, 
Aid. Sherwood said, “and 
to use this property for 
another one would be a 
desecration of farm land.’’
He was joined by Aid. 
Philp who said “No one in
North Saanich will approve 
a second race track. The 
proposal doesn’t take the 
community plan into ac­
count. This submission is 
ridiculous and it’s wasting 
our time.’’
An amended motion 
refusing submission of the 
application to the Land 
Commission carried.
to high velocity wind storms 
which toppled trees or 
carried branches across 
Hydro’s distribution cir­
cuits. On numerous oc­
casions our crews repaired 
lines only to have them 
damaged or faulted out 
again at some other 
location.’’
‘ ‘Hydro’s regular 
maintenance programs 
include re-clearing on 
public rights-of-way as 
permitted by municipalities 
or the Department of High­
ways, but clearing stan­
dards do not provide for 
such unusual weather 
conditions as those ex­
perienced recently on the 
south Island.’’
“Many of the trees or 
branches blown down were 
on or from private 
property. We attempt to 
obtain the owner’s per­
mission to remove growth 
which could endanger 
continuity of electric 
service, but private owners 
will not sanction sufficient 
cutting to provide for 
extreme situations. As you 
are aware, many of the 
areas are heavily treed and 
therefore extremely 
vulnerable to damage from 
coastal gales.’’
“To illustrate the point, 
our line crews found 
branches on the circuits 
which had been carried by 
the wind 100 feet or more 
and salt spray on insulators
carried more than a quarter 
of a mile.”
“Twice, for periods up to 
one week, salt spray caused 
numerous outages in 
coastal areas exposed to 
north-east winds. When 
temperatures dropped 
below dew point, the 
residual spray became 
conductive through 
moisture to create 
numerous flashovers in 
waterfront areas, par­
ticularly in Sidney and 
Cordova Bay. Our normal 
storm patterns bring rain 
which washes away the salt, 
but recent storms brought 
no rain, nor did we get an 
appreciable amount for 
some time afterwards.”
“Service interruptions
affecting most of the 
southern part of Vancouver 
Island on 23 and "24 
November were the resUlt 
of difficulties with tran­
smission cables from the 
Mainland — followed, for 
the Sidney area, by Lan 
ancillary malfunction in the 
local substation.”
“Problems with the main 
cable supply returned in 
December and again- in 
January. I can assure, you 
that we are deeply con­
cerned with improvihg 
power supply to Vancouver 
Island and major equip­
ment is presently being 
installed at the Islapd 
terminal of cables from the 















Society of Central Saanich 
is presenting a series of 
audio-visual programs 
beginning March 19.
Enquiries are invited 
from all who would like to 
attend.
Subjects to be presented 
are: “Film — How It 
Works”, “Basic Picture 
Taking Techniques”, “The 
Beginning of Photographic 
Composition”:
Telephone the Recreation 
Department^ 652-4444 
Daytime, or Philip 
Graham, 652-3862, 
evenings.
2558 BEVAN AVE., 
Sidn^, B.C.
RESERVATIONS 656-4640
FOR "HOME COOKIN" 
DELICIOUS HOME MADE PIES 
HAMBURGERS - COMPLETE MENU 
6719 W. Saanich Rd. 
652-1764
•BURGERKING 
•CHICKEN ‘FISH & CHIPS
Boacon Plaza AAall.Sidney
656-5442
VILLAGE SQUARE in Brentwood
OPEN; Tues. fo Thurs. 4-1 1 p.m. 
FrI. S So*. 11 a.m.-l a.m. 
Sunday 5-9 p.m.
Try Our "SPECIAL" PIZZA 
652-4344
PAT'S-A-PIZZA
"Every night Is Plzsa night" 
Eat in — Take out 




9807 - 4th St., Sidney
OPEN DAILY AT 4:30 P.M. 
Closed Mondays
6564722
9816 • 4th St., Sidney





”BUN ON THE RUN” 
OR STAY AWHILE 
2466 Beacon 656-4333
rS L'. 3
You will share in 81% of 
Canadian Cellulose.
. WIKW to toko your vlBllors C (rlantef nr.wii:;..- iri»iirWNWII W,-.W .j.t i - '
iBfitaif/auim
ARDMOilEGOLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. & West Snanich lloail, Sidney 
A cp.sy 9-lu)lcr, ideal for families. Beautiful scenery and special twilight rales for 9-holc 
game. Clubs and cart rentals • picnic and barbecue facilities - swimming beach. Phone 
656-4621,'
BASTION THEATRE, prc.scnts “The.Shadow Box" at TheMcPheiHon Pluyhoii.'ic 
Now running thru March 17th performances at 8 p.m. 1977 Piillitzcr Prize ami Tony 
Awards - tickets available at the McPheison Box Office.
BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brenlwood flrlve, Brentwood. 652-2413 
L ive entertainment, Country Folk Style Friday and Saturday in The Lounge, 9-12 p.m.
SALMON FlSIllNCi, Boat Rental, Cjiiiidcd Fishing Trips (all inclusive)
Family fishing in the proiccicd Saanich Inlet. Brentwood Boat Rentals (1971) Ltd. ut the
Ferry Dock, Brentwood Bay. Phone 652-1014.
PANORAMA LEISURE CENTRE, I8»5 Forest Park Drive
Swimming skating and recreation programs for every member of the family. Consult om
brochure for details or phone 656-7271 for further Information.
HOTEL SIIINEV, 2537 Beacon Ave., Sidney. 656-1131
Lounge entcrialnmcnt each Monday Night, 8-11 p.m. Country and Western with Norm 
Winquest, Rob HolHs and Ralph Nieforth. Friday and Satm-day nights 8-12 p.m. Varied 
lounge entertainment. Every Wednesday night 8-U p.m, is talent night in the pub,
THE PRAIRIE INN, Corner Mt. Newton Cross Roads and East Sannleh Rd. 656-1575 
Relax by tlm fire and listen tolivecuiertainmeni while ploying Che.ss, Cribbage, Checkers. 
Backgammon, Darts or Pool.
KOVAL OAK INN, 4680 Mk Lake Or., Victoria, 658-5231
Disco Dancing at The Thatch Monday to Sattirday on tlie two liveliest dance lloor-s in 
Victoria, No cover charge except Friday - Saturday.
SIHNEV TRAVELOOGE. 2180 Beacon Ave., Sidney. 656-1176 
Fonzlfi Place every IJIday and Saturday night 9- 2 a.m.. dance to the music of the 50’s. 
Also Sidney I aiddaw Flair tJfcscnts thcii .Spring Fashions, Monday, March I9ih at noon in 
the Irsvdadge taciitly icaavaicd Putikln RtslMurwui. Bullet and menu available, door 
' prizes. ReneirvMiions 656-1176.
You will share in oil and gas 
exploration rights in 
northeastern B.C.
You will share in 10% of 
Wcstcoast Transmission.
You will share in 100% of 
Kootenay Forest Products and 
Plateau Mills.
Ownership of our resource industries should 
be in the hands of individuaT British 
Columbians. To encourage this trend, your 
government is offering five free shares in the 
recently-formed British Columbia Resources 
Investment Corporation to every eligible 
resident of our province, Following are 
answers to the most important questions 
concerning this unique offer—
who have not yet obtained such identification, 
may establish their identity by presenting their 
birth certificate or other acceptable identifica­
tion—in person—at the office of their local 
Government Agent (or. in the Lower 
Mainland, at their local Motor Vehicle 
Branch office).
What if my shares arc lost 
or stolen?
Who is eligible?
Every person who has lived in B.C, (or the 
past ycar —and who holds or has qualified 
and applied for Canadian citizenship—is 
eligible for five free shares in B C R.l.C. 
Those 16 years of age and over sliould apply 
for shares on their own belialf. For cliildron 
under 16, application should be made by the 
mother or guardian, Infants, Irorn in B.C, on 
or before June 15, 1979 and resident here 
since birth, also qualify for free shares, 
Application, again, should be made by the 
mother or guardian,
Those unable to apply in person may 
delegate a suitable Individual to act on their 
behalf—that person must utilize a Power of 
Attorney form, available where applications 
are made,
When does the offer 
expire?
To lake advantage of the free share offer, you 
must submit your application by June 15, 
1979. Should there be extenuating cir­
cumstances—'absence from the province 
during the application period, for 
example—an appe.al may be made to the 
Ministry of Finance by September 30, 1979.
The free shares will be "bearer" shares—in 
other words, owned by and saleable by the 
bearer, and not registered to any individual. 
Therefore, there is no protection against loss 
or theft. However, each block of 100 shares 
or more will be registered in the name of an 
Individual share-holder (and thus protected). 
Because registering takes additional time, 
persons planning to purchase blocks of shares 
for registration should submit their applica­
tions as early as possible, Note: only the 
holders of registered shares will be eligible to 
vote on company rnalteis and receive 
financial information and oilier communica­
tions from tire company.
How will B.C.R.I.C. use 
its money?
Free shares are also available lo those 
ordinarily resident in B.C. who have been 
temporarily absent from the province dining 
the 12 months Imtnedlalely preceding the 
offer, provided such persons ate 
otherwise eligible. ,
When do I receive my 
shares?
All money invested in the B.C. Resource 
lnve,s!menl Coriioration will be used to 
funher its invesimeni objectives, including 
the development of resouice industries wltliin 
Bnllsh Columbia,
What do B.C.R.I.C. 
shares represent?
Disiiibullon o( free shares by B.C.R.I.C. will 
begin inirnedlalely after British Columbia Day, 
August 6, 1979. the penson making 
application has until September 30. 1979 to 
pick nil the shar»m where appliratlon 
was made,
Other questions?
I’or furtlier Informalion on itie free shaie 
o(fer~or alioul B.C,R.l.C —contact; B.C 
Government I’ublic Inforniailon, In
The B.C. Resources Inveslment Cori>oralion 
Is the holding company for shares held by the 
province In a varkHy of B.C. resource ; 
industries and enteiprises, B.C R.l.C, Itolds 
81',\'i of the common shares of Canadian 
Cellulose, 100',\'i of the common shaies of 
Kootenay Forcsl Products and fdateau Mills, 
l O'/u of llie common shares of We.slc'oasl 
Transmlfislon, plus oil .ind gas rights In .i vast 
area of nortluiaslem B.C,-—inveslitienis 
transferred at a value of over $151 million,
R C,R.l.C. shaies represent partial ownership 
of this whole range of enteiprises.
Vancouver, jilione H73.,34.55 In Victoria,
Can 1 buy additional 
shares?
jihone 387-6121,
In Ollier areas, infortnalion Is available 
Ihrough your local Government Agmit.
How can I apply?
Application forms are available at banks, trust 
comiMnies, crcviit unknw and investment 
dealers throughout B.C, Wlutn making 
application, !,;ou niusit present fieo of the 
following pieces of Idcnilficatton; a.) driver’s 
licence; h.) Social Insurance card; c.) Medical 
I'irtii card. II you are dh yeais «l age t>i over, 
a P)umnac.sre card Is sufficient proof 
ofideritlly,
Mothers or guardians appMng for children 
under 16 are required to (urnisli only a 
medical plan number or a lilrth ceiiilknie (or 
such children, Youri«nx!ople, 16 and over,
Yes. If you qualify for free shares, you have 
the opilon of puichasing up to 5,000 
additional shaies at a price .suhslanllally below 
their undedyinij value This price will he 
specified on your application form.
No individual or coq»r.Ytion may own more 
than r.’n ol th« voting .shares of B.C.R.I.C. 
(although pension funds may own up to B'Si), 
Corporaiions and pension funds, however, 
are noi allowed lo participate In the Initial 
share issue-
will I b(> iibli* to soil 
my shares?
Yes, Stock market liading In shares Is 
expected to commence sliortly after the
mvl at Lhin point, a
"maikei value" will be cslahlished. However, 
it is hoi>ed llial a inajority ol British 
Columhlans will not only retain, hut tailarge, 
their share holdinn'H In this vao theoit'ill 
p,si1lcipate directly in the continued expansion 
of our resource industries, wliile ensuring that 
control of these (ndusitles remalmi In B.C.
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Arson Suspects Questioned By Central Saanich Peace Officers
Central Saanich police 
are checking out the an­
swers, most of which are 
proving unsatisfactory, 
given them by four local 
youths, three minors and 
one juvenile, to questions 
about two recent fires of 
incendiary origin in vacant 
premises.
It was at 3:15 Sunday 
morning that police on 
patrol spotted a blue, 1970
model Chevrolet stopped 
near Oldfield and Keating 
X Roads containing three 
of the quartet. In reply to 
their enquiry, police were 
told the car had run out of 
gas and a fourth person had 
gone on foot to his nearby 
home to obtain some.
The car’s gas guage 
showed the tank to be a 
quarter full.
So, police waited for the
return of the fourth person, 
which he did in due course. 
In the meantime, police 
carried on a conversation 
with the three in the car.
One topic concerned a 
then empty five-gallon red 
plastic gas container found 
in the car. Another con­
cerned the recent 
whereabouts of one of the 
three who police recognized 
as having been present at 
the scene of the two recent 
fires of incendiary origin.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICES 
IN EFFECT WHILE CONSTRUCTION 
OF OUR NEW BUILDING 
IS GOING ON.
Explanations were all 
very unsatisfactory police 
told The Review and the 
quartet were arrested on
SEE OUR BENDIX MOTOR HOMES
HOW I














A $25 prize will be 
awarded by Sidney and 
North Saanich Chamber of 
Commerce for the best 
submission in the 
development of a name or 
character representative of 
Sidney.
Names such as Sidney 
Seagull or Sidney Sailor are 
ideas.
The name must be catchy 
and be able to be developed 
into a cartoon character.
It would represent Sidney 
as a pleasant, interesting 
place where people live, 
work and play by the sea.
Everyone is invited to 
submit ideas to the 
Chamber. The scheme is 
part of a project to enhance 
tourism in this area.
suspicion. Parents were 
notified and enquiries 
continued.
The four have admitted 
to stealing gas, from Butler 
Bros, vehicles among
others, and have been 
charged accordingly. Police 
investigation of the 
suspected arson in­




In Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, on March 9th, 
1979, Mr. Gerald 
Charrington Evans, age 50 
years born in Edmonton, 
Alberta and had been a 
resident of Sidney, B.C. for 
the past 25 years, late 
residence, 1680 McTavish 
Road, North Saanich, 
formerly of Alberta. He 
leaves his loving wife, 
Gertrude; son, Richard; 
daughters, Georgina, at 
home, Carol, Linda and 
Susan, Victoria, B.C., Ann, 
Vancouver, B.C.
Service in the Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
Sidney, B.C. on Wed­
nesday, March 14th, 1979 
at 3 p.m. Rev. Monty 
Moore officiating. 
Interment in Royal Oak 
Burial Park. Flowers 
gratefully declined, 
donations may be made to 
Canadian Cancer Society, 
857 Caledonia Ave., 
Victoria, B.C.
PEVERELL
In Victoria, B.C. on 
March 10, 1979, Mr. Harry 
Peverell aged 69 years. 
Born in Bishop Auckland, 
England. Late residence 
8656 Bourne Terrace, 
North Saanich, B.C. for the 
past three years, formerly 
of Edmonton, Alberta. He 
leaves his loving wife Edith 
May at home, brother Sam 
of Salmon Arm, B.C. Mr. 
Peverell was a member of 
the Temple Lodge A.F., & 
A.M. No. 167 Edmonton, 
Alla. Also a member of the 
Mt. Newton Lodge No. 89 
A.F.& A.M. B.C.R.
Service will be held in the 
Sands Chapel of Roses on 
Thursday, March 15, 1979 




Donations may be made to 
the B.C. Heart Foundation, 
1008 Blanshard Street, 
Victoria, B.C.
St. Patrick Features
LUCKY SPUD PLANTERS 
SHAMROCK PLANTS
Committee 






COmER BEACON AVI. 
a SECOND ST.
A committee formed to 
study the leading Dawson 
Reservoir in Central 
Saanich will report to the 
Saanich Peninsula Water 
Commission on March 27.
The 2.3 million gallon 
reservoir near Butchart 
Gardens has been leaking 
four to five gallons a 
minute for about four 
years.
Commission vice- 
chairman and Central 
Saanich Aid. Dave Hill 
recently said that nothing 
has been done because of
the estimated $100,000 it 
would cost to seal the leaks 
and officials wanted to be 
sure the excess water was 
not from other sources, 
such as springs.
Hill also said the 
municipality spent about 
$1,000 last year for 
drainage work around 
Sandra McCusker’s home 
at 1205 Benvenuto Avenue. 
The faulty reservoir 
resulted in excessive 
dampness > to - her garage 
floor and backyard. ^
The First Canadian Bank
Bank of Montreal Sidney Branch
Applications for shares of




Another $200 was spent 
on labor for ditching in the 
reservoir area. '
The committee members 
are commission
representatives James 
Fisher and Ken Halley and 
Capital Regional District 
engineers Norman Howard 
and Michael Williams.
A report completed Feb. 
19 by Thurber Consultants 
Ltd. of Victoria recom­
mended a restriction of the 
water level in the reservoir 
to about 15 feet or installing 
waterproof lining on the 
reservoir walls at a co.sl of 
about $92,500 or building a 
water drainage system on 
the McCusker properly.
Reservoir costs are 
charged to Sidney, Central 
and North Saanich.
during normal business hours 
from MARCH 15.1979 to JUNE 15. 1979
A special department has been established 
to.process applications and to minimize delays.
For enquiries please phone: 656-7221




In la.st week’s is.sue of 
The Review it was noted 
that the RCMP Community 
Ucgimcnial Ball to be held 
on Saturday, April 7 at the 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
was an informal affair. This 
is not so. Dress is formal. 
However, persons wishing 
to wear a suit may do so 





“ Mrs. June Christman 
Account Manager
What you nooii right 
now is a liolping hand..
Mr. Frank Andrews 
Branch Manager
Hours oi business:
Monday • Thursday 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Friday 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 pan.
Saturday 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
111,! NUII.' tP laH , III loucll 
with tlie Wiili'uino WiiRon 
hoftK'HH, Hhc hislii you
gfil to know ymir now com-











WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
.We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities


































RED DELICIOUS or NEWTON SNOBOY
3 LB. CELLO
LBS. ,'V"
; I. • - .... . fijf■■ ' .... ' ■ ,|
1 TOAST OF THE COAST I MISS MEW CARNATION FLAKE LIGHT 1
Bread! Cat Food
1 24 oz. 6 oz. 6.5 oz. 112/M ” 4/89' 79* 1
1 LIBBY’S FLEECY NABOB
Beans Fabric Strawberry
with Pork Softeners Jam
1 28 oz. 45 sheets . 24 oz. 1
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Wildlife On The Prowl
Problems caused by wildlife are the subject of 
a report by the Vancouver Island fish and 
wildlife branch of the provincial department of 
the environment and, reading it, one would 
think that the animals and birds we have 
relentlessly been hunting for so long, have 
mounted a counter attack.
Here’s an incident from Butchart Gardens 
where four deer damaged ornamental gardens. 
They were, of course, killed — and by legal 
permit. And another item from Sidney where 
chickens were killed by a hawk. The avian 
predator was box-trapped and will be relocated.
And, of course, the cougar, the beautiful 
forest cat. Patrols were made in the residential 
Comox area where there were reports that the 
cougar was endangering human safety. And 
from Holberg where a cat was reported to have 
chased a person. The cougar was destroyed.
Canada geese came under disapproval 
because they damaged the greens on Victoria 
Golf Club —■ that’s one of those big tracts of 
meadow land where people in polyster pants 
chase a little white ball around occasionally 
hitting it with a stick. It’s a substitute for a walk 
in the country or sitting at home reading a book.
The damage done by raccoons was un­
believable. Some sort of action is clearly 
indicated to “waste” (as they used to say in 
Victnarh) this whole species. The little hdrrors 
killed chickens in Parksville; Coombs, Sidney 
and Victoria but, in only one case, was the 
owner advised to build a secure fence around his 
chicken coop which would seem to be the logical 
to dp if you are bothered by raccoons.
FENCED IN. . . photo courtesy Central Saanich Photographic Society.
& 9 ■ . as a niatteF of fact
In one instance, in Ganges, a raven killed 
seven lambs and was killed, in return, by the 
owner of the animals which would seem to be 
just retribution and in another a beaver felled a 
niohriber of trees near Nanaimo and was 
“referred to local trapper’’ —- whatever that 
iheant. U sounds ominous^ V
The adversary principle is a big 
factor in the free-enterprise 
system of democracy under which 
we are all supposed to operate but 
it is rather regrettable to see it 
infiltrating our governments to 
the extent that it is.
In business it is acceptable and 
even meritorious “competition 
is the life of trade” etc. In the 
courts it is a fundamental prin­
ciple. The case for the Crown is 
countered by; that for the defence 
and * presentation of each is 
supposed : td bring : out • all the 
evidence so that an impartial ( 
judge can make a fair decision.
It seems sometimes that the only time we have 
unanimity on the Peninsula is when we are attacking 
a higher level of government. The regional district is 
a good target.
Such as; “They’re not really responsive to our 
needs down there, you know. It’s another new and 
unnecessary level of government and really all they 
are doing is providing a living for a Whole bunch of 
bureaucrats who really have no interests in our 
meeds;” "
mil;
J.G. Lyons, regional director of the branch, 
said that many of the complaints of ’A^ildlife 
attacks on domestic livestock could be at­
tributed to poor animal husbandry practice on 
the part of the owners.
Poultry and other domestic animals were held 
in areas known to. be heavily populated by 
predators and little Or no provision was made to 
protect the domestic animals, chicken or 
whatever, from raccoons or mink.
Lyons also pointed out that the responsibility 
was on the property owner to fence his gardens 
dr crops or provide some other deterrent. Killing 
deer and other animals was not justified.
Livestock owners also had the responsibility 
of watching clo.sely over their sheep in lambing 
season to prevent losses. Protecting the Iambs 
meant that two animals were saved rather than 
two lost — the lamb and the predator which was 
only following its natural instincts,
That’s the principle at least and the fact that it is 
bruised and bent from time to time has no part in 
this discussion.
But in government (and we are referring par­
ticularly to government in our own community) it 
would seem sensible to occasionally substitute co- 
operation for competitiveness.
We have three levels of government in the 
province, provincial, reginal and municipal, and it 
seems, at times, that all three of them are at each 
other’s throats. And then when you mix in schools 
district boards, whose interests often overlap with 
those of municipal governments, who have a real 
stew.
It works all right but not without acrimony and, 
eventually perhaps, damage to the issue in con­
tention — but it works. ,
It’s annoying, though, to see Sidney, North 
Saanich and Central Saanich sniping at each other. 
One or other of the trio will, occasionally, take a 
dog-in-the-manger attitude on any given question or, 
from one of them, will come a statement dripping 
with: “Poor me. He’s getting all the gravy and I ain’t 
'getting none.”
Or: “If it wasn’t for (here fill in N. Saanich, C. 
Saanicli or Sidney) we would be able to...”
I
Or: ‘‘Empire building - that’s what it is - nothing 
but empire building. They’re all power hungry down 
there and they are taking over more and more of the 
privileges Jdf ’the municipalities. They should be 
^ wipeddut;^
Or, it all else fails, there’s always the provincial 
government. In this area a lot of the beefs are in­
terchangeable.
The one about astronomical spending can be 
recycled but it has to be balanced by another such 
as:“My God, they’re declaring surplus after surplus | 
— millions of dollars — and, at the same time 
they’re telling us to cut costs by five per cent or 
more. It’s crazy.”
Or: “Those bloody bureaucrats. There’s millions 
(no understatement is acceptable in this area) of 
them down there. They’re tripping over each other, 1 
tell you. And the salaries they get — you wouldn’t 
believe it — and pensions and God knows what else. 
It’s a real disgrace.”
To get back to the original proposition -— co­
operation. How you would introduce this 
ameliorating factor in intergovernmental relations? 
Well, 1 don’t really know.
Perhaps wc should have a scries of committees and 
communication boards. And then we could set up a 
bureaucracy — a small one mind you — to handle all 
the paperwork which would inevitably ensue. This 
overriding administration could handle all 
negotiations between the three levels of government 
and the school districts.
You don’t like the idea? Well, I was only trying to 
be helpful.
Good Judgement
LETTiXtS TO THE EDITOR
Sidney council missed the solid, unvarnished 
common .sense of Mayor Dick Leigh Monday 
night when it tried to elect a rcpre.sentativc to the 
Capital Regional District Commission. Mayor 
Leigh asked action on this matter since he had 
stepped down from the post due to an ongoing 
heart condition.
With acting Mayor Ross Martin in the chair, 
council settled down to vote on the matter and 
twice came up with a lie decision. The is.sue lay 
between tho.se who favoured either Martin and 
Grant or, on the other side of the fence. Aid, 
.llm Lang. Feelings ran strong as deomonstrated 
in the exchange of words before the vote being 
called in each case.
Lang, visibly agitated, departed from the 
chamber when the matter was finally postponed. 
Seeing this. Grant percieved a chance for victory 
and leqnestcd that yet another vote be culled.
To his credit, Martin, .speaking calmly, and 
with a judicial demeanor, advised against 
Grant’s motion. Grant withdrew his sugge-stlon. 
Marlin, wc feel, should be commended for hl.s 
handling of the i.ssuc,
The CRD posHs an important one and Mayoil- 
Leigh .should be allowed to recommend his 
succc.s.sor. As Martin painted out the matter 
must be settled In a most Mmpcccable manner’.
Eililur, The Review, Sir:
Wc ask the federal 
government to welcome the 
announcement by the 
government of the People’s 
Republic of China that it 
will cense military 
operations against the 
People's Socialist Republic 
of Vietnam, and further 
urge the federal government 
to request tlie government 
of the People's Republic of 
China to withdraw Im­
mediately without 
preconditions and proceed 
to settle all outstanding 
differences by, peaceful 
means.
Wc draw government and 
public aiicntion to the fact 
that Cliina is now being 
supplied with large 
quantities of modern ar­
maments by the United 
States, Great Britain and 
West Germany in much the 
same fashion as Nazi 
Germany was armed and 
built up by tlie West with 
results whiclt mankind will 
always painfully remember.
Wf* further r<*rorrt tliA 
opinion that .such reckless 
use of Chinn’s material and 
manpower resources at a 
lime when the daily press 
pictures unemployment and 
hunger in China, when 
Chiitn has to import food
grain from abroad, cin- 
cluding Canada, docs not 
serve the interests of the 
Chinese people, nor more 
Important, the cause of 
peace, stability and security 
in the world.
Wc hold to the view that, 
if we liave learned anything 
from the history of World 
War 11, it is the fact that the 
aggressor must be stopped 
before he becomes gorged 
with the spoils, and gains 
loo much momentum to be 
quickly stopped.





Editor, The Review, Sir:
very puzzling icllow is 
NDP economic spokesman 
GaryLatik.
,At the moment he is 
attacking B.C. Tckphoite 
saying what a terrible thing 
it is that B.C. Tel is going to 
buy equipment from its 
associated (soon to be 
subsidiary campanles) in 
Prifhh riilumhin nuift
Ontario. Tlie company 
shouid be going into the 
open market arui buying the 
least expeiiRive equipment 
available according to Mr. 
Lauk.
He reverses his position
completely though when he 
talks about B.C. Rail. As 
NDP economic spokesman 
he is committed to 
reopening the railcar 
manufacturing plant at 
Squamish where it costs 
almost twice as mnch to 
build a railcar it docs in 
eastern Canada,
Mr. Lauk thus tells, us 
that it is bad to provide jobs 
in the electronic industry 
for British Columbians at 
Lenkurt filcclric which has 
proven itself to be com­
petitive in world markets 
but good to provide jobs in 
railcar manufacturing at a 
plant that cun not compete 
with anybody.
Such nonsense is the basis 
of NDP economic thouglitl 
lev Tolhlll 




Iklitor, I he Review, .Slrt 
I do not usually wrilc 
letters lo newspapers or 
magayltK-s unles'; I am 
ouirAgcd or otherwise 
moved to do .so. However, I 
feel that ihrough this letter I 
can reach a great number of 
people and enable them to 
share my concern for the 
protection of our Canadian
WEATHER SUMMARY
Max. Temp. (Mar. 6) 14.8”C lloln 10.9 mm
Min. Temp. (Mar. 9) ■1.4>>C Precipitation 225.1mm
Mean 7.9.°C Sunshine 43.2 hrs.
Total for year 204.0 hrs.
LONG TERM AVERAGES RESEARCH STATION
Meon Max. 9.000 Mox. Temp. (Mar. 6) M.SOC
Record Max. (Mar. 10/65) 19.4‘>C Min. Temp. (Mor. 8) I.O'C
Mean Min. 0.9°C Min. on gross (Mar. 9) -4.5'>C
Rocord'Min. (Mar. 10/51) -8.9'>C Precipitation 12.0»C
Mean Temp. 4.9'’C Totallo dale 221.3 mm
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Rev. Ivan Futter 
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Pastor: M. Moore 
656-3544 656-2898
“With Christ at bean 




7180 Eait Soanich Rd. 
9:45 a.m. 
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Now in New Building 
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7:00 7:00 p.m. Praise & 
Share
Tuesday
7:00 p.m. Bible Study





■/:3b p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
Al.l. ARF: Wlil.COMU




PASTOR H.E. DA WES. 
656-6940
Wildlife.
Recently I have joined 
the A.P.F.A., (Assoc, for 
the Protection of Fur- 
Bearing Animals), and have 
become aware of the cruel 
trapping methods being 
used in Canada. We, as a 
"civilized” and technically 
advanced society; use one 
of ihc most primitive 
trapping methods, (the Icg- 
liold trap), wblcb hasn’t 
changed in more than 200 
years. This trap causes 
much unnecessary pain JO 
tlie captive animal.
It may take days, even as 
much as two weeks, for the 
animal lo die. Meanwhile, 
this helpless animal may 
freeze to death, starve, be 
attacked by other animals, 
or chew its own leg off to 
escape the awful painl This 
may not even be the animal 
the trapper wants, for any 
animal (endangered in­
cluded) may step into the.se 
trap:; and r.uffer an 
agonizing and unneeded 
death.
Imagine yinir pet being 
caught m one of these traps. 
It is not a pretty picture!
So for, the F.P.C.H.T., 
(government formed in 
1973 to speed the 
development of humane
Coiitiitlieil on P0ge S
“Preaching the Chri.st- 
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I Four Sidney aldermen 
liiave agreed to meet with 
Saanich and the Islands 
MLA Hugh Curtis in the
BREAKWATER
MEETING
Oak room in the legislative 
buildings on Wednesday, 
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4 Drawer CHEST OF DRAWERS ’69""
5 Drawer CHEST OF DRAWERS ‘75""
NITE TABLES Sale ‘39’"
at ISLAfiD FURniTURE MART
656-3724
2349 Beacon Ave. 656-2544
(Behind the Bank of Nova Scotia)
WISHES TO REMIND 
SENIOR CITIZENS
YOU HA VE LM IQ OFF 
YOUR DR YCLEANING A T 
ANYTIME
Bulk Cleaning at Reasonable Prices
FLYING ON A COUGAR AIR CHARTER 
FLIGHT to Barclay Sound last Wednesday 
morning Del McCaw, 10356 Resthaven Drive,
Sidney, saw a whisp of smoke below. He 
dropped down in the floatplane to about 150 
feet and took the above picture with an or­
dinary 35 mm camera and a standard lens at a 
point about three miles off Sooke. The vessel
was the Point Hope, a converted tug on 
charter to the federal department of fisheries 
for the herring foe season. Five men were
aboard the ship whenut exploded and burned 
in the J.uan de Fuca Strait. The rnen took to a' 
lifeboat as fire=raced through the vessel. They
were picked up by a small coastal freighter, 
the G. B. Church. No One was injured.
A 1978 surplus of 
$159,593 was reported 
yesterday by Mayor George 
Westwood, of North 
Saanich, who is also 
chairman of the municipal 
■council finance committee.
The $ 159,593 figure 
compared with a 1977 
su rpius . ,pf ,- $ 14,259. 
Expenditure 5,ill! 1978 was 
■^.95:: milliw; j.-i^^ 1977, 






®]N THE CUT IT IS -1- + +
• TO SERVE EVERYONE 
ON THE PENINSULA
Reason for the ' sub­
stantial surplus in 1978, 
Westwood said, was that 
five legal actions un­
dertaken by the, 
municipality, were suc­
cessfully concluded last 
to 1972.
A continguenl liability of 
$90,000 which had been 
accumulated over the years 
in the event of a loss of legal 
suits, now was turned back 
into general revenue and 
was a primary cause of the 
surplus position,in 1978.
Other reasons which: 
brought about the: 1978 
surplus were: unexpected 
revenue in licence fees as a 
result of Sandown harness 
racing operations,
favorable rates of interest in 
investments, the high value 
of new, quality homes built 
in 1978 resulting in in­
creased building permit 
revenues and careful- 
controls over all costs by 
department heads. - ^ 
The surplus position 
could mean a substantial 
reduction in the general tax 
rate of 25.6 mills: in 1979, 
the mayor: said even taking 
into account the possibility 
of an increased police force 
and higher costs because of 
an expanding municipal 
population.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Continued from Page 4 
traps), has done next to
ALSO ALL PERMS INCLUDE 
A GEOMETRIC PRECISION CUT
IT WAS A VERY GOOD YEAR, 
we sny simply Tluink You to Everyone.
i
We Don't Discriminate We Don't Diserlniiiuite
•Alwuy.s on Top
•Always in Toiieli with the latest in Hair Care and 
Design by travelling in person to the luishion Centres of 
the World to bring back to the PcninHula,
The Ultimate in Hair Care and Design
•The Einesi in Hair Colouring and Ecrmancnt Waving 
and the Best of Talent - WcCiuaraniec It!
•Service and tlie Superior Quality of Work is Ihc Secret 
of our Success,
•If not completely KK)"/o Satisfied after service in our 
Salott, wewant to know about it, (hat is our Demand! 
All Work is lOn'^/ft Guaranteed,
GliOMlTUlC PRECISION ClJTTINCi




7120 W. SAANICH ROAD 
BRENTWOOD VILLAGE SQUARE
nothing in the six years they 
have been in operation. Not 
one trap has been put 
through the complete three- 
step test program. 1 must 
ask, what do they do with 
their three quarter million 
taxpayer dollar.s??
Our B.C. Government is 
also avoiding this issue. 
Premier Bill Bennett had 
promised to the people of 
B.C. to ban the cruel leg 
hold trap by 1978. 
Obviously this promise has- 
not been kept.
A few (rappers and small 
organizations are working 
hnrd to develop a humane 
trap, but these attempts 
result in linlc succes.s 
mainly from lack of fun­
ding, inadequate equip­
ment, andliick of proper 
testing conditions. Maybe 
the universities could lend a 
hand as to the Inner.
I believe that everyone 
has a responsibility to 
protect their wikllifc. 1 urge 
your readers to take an 
iiour of ihcir' time to sit 
down ad wriic a letter to 
their MI.A in protest of the 
curcl trapping methods nnd 
lack of riinding for 
development of humane 
traps. Put up po.siers hi 
shopping malls or tell your 
friends about A.P.F.A. 
.loin A.P.F.A., for the 
(uore members we have, the 
stronger our voice. Refuse 
to buy anything but rimeb 
ftir. Ami, like rne, wrilc 
loiters fo “the editor", for 
Ihrough a letter such as this 
I became awme of the 





FkIHor, The Review, Sirs
I ccriamly Imve to agice 
witb Tourist Minister 
Elwood Vciich who when 
cornmentiufi; ‘hi businesses 
wfio short change visitors 
by not paying the right 
exchange rate said, "This
practice of fleecing our 
guests particularly where 
they have no alternative is 
just plain thievery” and 
urthcr that the prac- 
ticioners are selfish, 
shortsighted sabateurs of 
bur tourist industry.
The number one of- 
ender, of course continues 
to be the government itself, 
B.C. Ferries gave only 9 per 
cent on American funds 
during the height of Mrs. 
McCartliy’s campaign to 
get merchants lo give 10 per 
cent. Today the Ferry 
Corporation gives 14 per 
cent when the going rate is 
at least 16 percent.
We can do no better Ilian 
follow Mr. Vcitclics advice 
and at the next election — 
"gel rid of the saboteurs".
.lev.Tolhill 




Editor, The Ifcvlcw, Sir:
I would like to submit it 
notice to your newspaper 
regarding the .Sixiielh 
Wedding Anniversary of 
former residents of your 
area namely, Mr. and Mrs, 
P.W.R. Walker who’s 
address was 752 Ardmore 
Drive, Sidney, B.C.
A ten in their honor will 
be held March 24, 1‘979 at 
ilic borne of their son 
Gerald of 4362 Greta St,, 
Burnaby. B.C. VSJ1N8.
If you require any further 
iiifornmiion, please contact 
me at the above number, 
Perhaps the week of 
March Iftih’s addition of 
your paper would be 
suitable for this article.
Sincerely 
Mrs. Mary E, Walker 
4362 Greta,St., 
llurnahy.B.C.
ICdltor, The Review, Sirs
I would like to respond 
briefly to the icuut idler 
fiorti fvSis. Yuil
ciilicising the schoo 
Board's decision to delay
the opening of school 
February 26th, the morning 
of the solar eclipse.
First, I must take issue 
with Mrs. Yuill’s con­
clusions, She suggests the 
Board decision did not 
reduce the possibility of 
children damaging their 
eyes, but only shifted the 
rc.sponsibility. I disagree. 
The Board had to consider 
the very real possibility llial 
children would have been 
walking to school, un- 
supervised, at the time ol^ 
greatest danger - just before 
and after total eclipse. By 
leaving children at home 
with their parents, they 
were under direct adult 
supervision. Mrs. Yuill says 
children imisl be taught 
responsibility. I agree. But 
the Board, like u wise 
parent, must try to ensure 
adequate supervision when 
there is a risk of injury,
I would like to add, 
liowever, iliiu my main 
reason for supporting tlie 
Board's decision was my 
belief tiuu our cliildrcu 
sliould have an interrupted 
opportunity to savour ibis 
marvellous (and perhaps, 
once-in ■a-llfeiinie) 
phenomenon. I was aware 
(hat the slatisiieal chances 
of clouds obscuring tlie 
eclipse were liigli, but knew 
that several television 
networks bad extensive 
coverage plans, It seemed to 
me that allowing the 
children lo rcninin at home 
was a sound «;ducatlonal 
decision. It allowed litem to 
relate the darkening sky to 
the televised pictures of ilic 
, eclipse and to listen to some, 
expert explanation of what 
WHS liappeuliig, 
it also seemed to me lliiii 
this w.'is a family event. My 
wife and I appreciated the 
chance to view in imporlnm 




OUR NEW SPRING FABRICS 
HA VE ARRIVED
54”-60” Luxurious Velour
-over 20 colours to choose from 
-80% Cotton, 20% Polyester
only ^8.88 ycl.
45” Viyella Prints
55% Wool, 45% Cotton only ^9.95 yd.
-Full 25 year warranty.
1361 Heavy Duty
Sowing Machine -slightly scratched
broths
-only 
-with a case or
Votiisshti'ereiy, 
G.L. KfRtliiinson,
'. ' .Tnulee, 
Sdmol Dlttrlei No. 63








Free Arm Under ’200.09 “"ti
blind hem .stitches 
-case or tabic extra
XL703 Free Arm Save *100.00'
-22 auiomiUic stitches (S'butlonholcr
•m.s. list $499,95 -SAl.E -only
■machine only, 399.95
■cnscorltdilcexlra'
..SAVE ON TUNE UP-$19.95, 
-labour plus parts -work guaranteed.
Canon Monticelio Bath Towels
-First Imperfects
-if firsts, compare at $8.98 to $13,‘98 each
( -SAI,.R^^5.99:eaclv,
No Iron Sheet Sets
■2 sheets plii.s pillowcasc(s)
TWIN DOUBLE QUEEN KING
‘19.99 ‘24.99 ‘29.99 ‘39.99
WE CARRY FULL LINES OF BASIC, , 
BU IT ERICK, SEE & SEW, VOGUE, 
STYLE, MeCALLS & SIMPLICITY PAT- 
TERNS.
• and Kwlk Sew puHcrnH cini Ik* ortlereil here.
Personal shopping. Store Hours Mon. thru 
Sal. 9;.10. .S;30.
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ATTENTION ALL
DISTRICT NO. 63 HIGH SCHOOS
[CLAREMONT, PARKLAND, STELLYS]
Bowling News In Review
PARKLANDS 1st ANNUAL 
CAR RALLY
is MARCH 24th.
FORMS ARE AVAILABLE IN 






We’ve had the honor 
these past few Sundays of 
having a group of 
Saskatchewan senior 
citizens bowling at the 
Sidney Lanes. At this time 
we want to thank you, one 
and all, your a wonderful 
group of people and it was a 













The support and sponsorship the Sidney Hotel has 
provided us with in the 78-79 Hockey Season and say 















































Value of building permits 
issued in February by the 
Town of Sidney was 
$228,172 — less than half 
the amount for February, 
1978.
Permit values ,so far this 
year are high — $754,382 as 
compared to $511,520 for 
the same period in 1978. 
Residential value was 
$166,122 and commercial, 
$62,050.
In the residential division
Conceding 1 to 0 after a 
hard-fought game, 
Peninsula Thunderbirds 
brought their soccer season 
to a close on Saturday 
afternoon. Victors was 
Duncan’s Uncle Albert’s.
Matching the visitors 
play for play, the Peninsula 
aggregation saw themselves 
scored upon with a high, 
lofting ball to the corner of 
the net well out of the reach 
of T-Bird goaltender Shawn 
Saaniberg.
T-Birds lacked the finesse 
they arc capable of in play 
before their opponents’ 
goal but despite the
Sekooi Board Mound Up
1
disappointment of the loss 
all of the team’s players 
expressed their deter­
mination to stay together as 
a team for another season.
W.D. “Wilf” Price, 
manager, who said that he 
was speaking for team 
coach, Ron Kubek, thanked 
the players’ parents who 
gave such strong support to 
the team.
“I gained from my 
association with the team 
and I hope that both players 
and parents gained in 
knowledge and sport­
smanship,” Price said.
there were four single­
family dwellings for a total 
value of $154,000; two 
fireplaces, $1,400; one 
alteration, $600 and four
additions, $10,122.
Commercial: one
renovation, $7,900; one 
retail store, $53,350 and 
two signs, $800.
-------- ------------------ ,1
9803 - 3rd SI
AUDIO - VIDEO
A DIVISION OF SIDNEY T.V, RADIO LTD.
(Srd a BEACON) Sidlliy
Peninsula People
TELEVISION ®TURNTABLES ®CAR STEREOS ®HEADSETS 
•ACOUSTIC ENCLOSURES *GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS 
*FM - MULTIPLEX RECEIVERS ®CASSETTE RECORDERS
Up to 36 Months: ^
»0 Poy OAC. ^
TRADmm WEL COM E
SALES 24 HOUR SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. Vern 
Michell, Island View Road 
arrived home last week 
from a 10-day holiday, by 
car, to Reno Nevada. Then, 
accompanied by Mr. and 
Mrs. Tom Michell they 
motored up-Island for a 
three-day holiday in 
Qualicum and Courtenay. 
They returned home 
Saturday evening;
A few friends gathered at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Keith Wood, East Saanich 
: Road on Saturday evening 
! to help them celebrate the 
I arrival of their first 
grandchild. A little son, 
Mark Christopher, was 
born on Saturday March 10 
at the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, to their son and 
daughter-in-law, Mr. and 
Mrs. Gary Wood, Bren­
twood Heights.
Approximately 22 
residents from the John O. 
Anderson Legion. Homes, 
East Saanich Road, enjoyed 
a week’s holiday to Reno 
Nevada recently. Other 
local residents on the same 
; tour were Mr; and Mrs. R. 
Crawford and ’ Mr^ and 
Mrs. J. Nimmo of 
Saanich'ton,- and Mr. and
I f
Mrs. J. Pow and Mr. and 
Mrs. C. Moggridge, Sidney.
Mr. and Mrs. George 
Doney, Larkvale Drive 
arrive back home this week 
from a two-week Caribbean 
Cruise and two days in Los 
Angeles which included a 
visit to Disneyland. They 
also spent a few days with 
Mrs. Doney’s sister and 
brother-in-law Mr. and 
Mrs. W. Erickson, 
Bellingham, Washington
About a year ago the 
board of Saanich School 
District asked Central 
Saanich to consider 
building a sidewalk along 
East Saanich Road between 
Stelly’s Cross Road and 
Saanich Crossroad. The 
rcque.st will be repeated.
Trustee Walter Tangy 
told a trustee’s meeting on 
Monday night that a lady 
who lived on Veyaness, and 
others in the area, felt that a 
sidewalk was needed to 
protect children.
There is a lot of traffic on 
East Saanich Road early in 
the morning and it moves 
quickly and so presents a 
danger to school children, 
Tangye said.
In other business the 
school board:
^ Considered a letter from 
the provincial ministry of 
education which stated that 
writers of the ad­
ministrative bulletin issued 
by the department, would 
be willing to consider 
written suggestions for 
inclusion up lo the end of 
Feburary.
‘‘This little gem was 
dropped in our midst 
without warning,” said
District School Superin­
tendent Don Smyth. ‘‘It 
was dated Feburary 20, 
mailed on February 27 and 
demanded a response by 
February 28.”
Approved a list of field 
trips for pupils from district 
.schools. Claremont sent 
eight pupils to Shawnigan 
Lake School for a 
basketball tournament in 
Feburary and in March, 
trips scheduled included 
one from Stelly’s to a UBC 
open house; from Royal 
Oak to Mount Seymour; 
from Sidney to Pender 
Island and from Parkland 
lo Vancouver.
A trip from Cordova Bay 
School to Kelowna for four 
days in May occasioned 
some comment including a 
remark from Trustee Jack 
Armstrong who said: “I’ll 
vote against alt thc.se but it 
won’t make any difference 
of course as everyone else 
will vote in favor. 1 just 
can’t see our school kids 
running around the country 
at the tLLxpaycrs’ expense. Is 
that education?”
Trustee Norma Sealey
was congratulated by 
hands for her election^ 
president of the Vancouvfr 
Island branch of the B.G 
School 1'r Listens
Association and, at the 
same meeting, a letter, 
signed by all trustees, w^as 
forwarded to Parklatid 
School basketball team en-
route the following day for 
a B.C. champiionship 
basketball tournament. “
A tender from Ijen 
Barkley International Ltd, 
for $35,103 for the .sale of a 
school bus was accepted.
Graduation ceremonies 
will be held at Claremont 
School on June 22; at 
Parkland School on June 2*1 
and at Stelly’s on June 1.'
Mr. and Mrs. J. Cuip, 
Kingston Ontario spent last' 
week as guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. L. Farrell, Larkvale 
Drive. They were enroutc 
home from Hawaii.
Mrs. Willard Michell, 
East Saanich Road, 
returned home last week 
from a five-week holiday at 
Desert Hot Springs, 







. GIVEN TO 
TRIDENTPLANT 
Sidney gave official 
endorsement Monday night 
at a regular meeting of 
councii to the construction 
of a proposed 10 acre 
aircraft manufacturing 
plant at the Patricia Bay 
aerodrome. It is understood 
the plant facility for Trident 
.Aircraft will eventually 
employ some 200 persons.
Council agreed to send an 
‘appropriate and positive’ 
reply to a March 5 letter 
requesting, such; en­
dorsement from B.C; 
Development ; Corporation 









HOME OF THE MARIAGER FIREPLACE CONVERTER
•REDUCE HEAT LOSS 
•CUSTOM MADE FOR 
YOUR FIREPIACE 
®N0 PIPES OR FITTINGS
•FREE ESTIMATES




(2 Pcs. Golden Fried Chicken
OZ.
PEPSI
SATURDAYS SUNDAY,MARCH I7fh& 18th
OPEN 12 NOON to 8 P.AA. at BOTH LOCATIONS
SIDNEY
jH^ ^81
SORRY - NO PHONE ORDERS BRENTWOOD DAY
7165 W. Saanich
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eninsula Sports in Revie
p:^KEN SMITH of Bob Whyte Marine stands 
: mesmerized by a bruising collision between 
llTraveLodge’s Ken Poskitt and Bob Whyte
goaltenders Mike Pierard. (Review photo by 
Tom Gronk).
BEST BUYS FOR MARCH
BASKKT WEAVE FENCE SPECIAL
48” High Fence - '/2x6 - 10 fl. boards, 4x4 - 6 ft.
utility posts, 2x2 spacers - galv. nails Only 99c lin. ft.
; I
PATIO SLAILS For garden fix up time.
2x8x16 SLABS ................ ................. .............................59
2x12x12 SLABS ................ ............... ......................79
2i/jx 12x24SLABS ....................... ......... ...1.29





Easy lo build with 8x8x16 blocks ............. Only 19.95
4” CONCRE I E DRAINTTLE .. ........... Only 32c ft.
6” CONCRETE DRAIN TILE .. ........... Only 57c ft.
.IIJMBO CONCREI E BRICKS . ... .Only 19c each
INSULATION SPECIAL
CELLULOSE FIBRE INSULATION
Bag covcis70sq. ft. - 2” thick. 1 week special price
, ................ ................................ * t > . t ....Only 4.95 Bag
And I'rcc use of blower for one day. Insulate l,(X)()
sq, ft. - 2” thick for only ....... ............... .. . .69.00-;
PARTICLi: BOARD SPECIAL
4x8x9/16- No. 2 Grade ............... . ..Only3.95.sheet
2x6 SPRUCL DECKING
Great for carports . .Only 35x I.in. b'l.
GOOD NEIGHBOUR FENCE 
1x6-1x8-1x10 Resawn Boards, No. 1 Rough Cedar 
Posts- 2x4 Rails - Galv. Nails.
4 ft. HIGH ........................... 1.95 Ft.
5 rr. HIGH ........... ............... ................2.39 Ft.
6 FT. HIGH ........................................................2.79 FT.
COMPOST BOXES
4’x5’ Pro cut ready to nail together, Galv. Nails 
included............. ........ ....................................... Only 7.95
Decorative SCREEN BLOCKS 
Ideal for carport enclosures - screen walls, 3 pat­
terns, 12x12. Saturday special ............. Only 89c each
MORTAR MIX-60 lb. Bag ..... 
TOPPING MIX - 60 lb, Bag ..... 




EMBOSSED WALNUI BIFOLD DOORS 




4- 0x6.8  ..................................................









9764 Fifth SL, ^ 656-1125
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By AI Cross
Sidney Freight, which 
“keeps-on- truckin’’, 
carried home a win on 
Thursday against 
TraveLodge, to remain 
undefeated through the 
round-robin phase of 
Sidney men’s hockey play­
offs.
The league-winning 
squad has been an offensive 
terror to opposition 
goaltenders, scoring an 
average of seven goals per 
game during the season.
The first-place finish 
guarantees Freight the right 
to face TraveLodge in a 
“best-of-seven” final, the 
last roadblock enroute to a 
sweep of championship 
trophies.
The “best-of-seven” 
final began on Tuesday and 
if all seven games are 
played, will end March 22.
While acting as color- 
commentator for Channel 
10 film crew last week, 
Mike Earl, a goaltender for 
TraveLodge, said his team 
Would be ready for the 
series against Freight. Earl 
said The “Bears” would 
enjoy blocking the 
Trucker’s route towards a 
trophy sweep, by winning 
the series, and that he was 
expecting a hard-fought, 
more physical style of play.
For the remainder of the 
teams (Bob Whyte, 
Shoreline and Sidney 
Hotel), the season has come 
to an end, and players will 
drift away to summer 
pursuits.
Following is a summary 
of last week’s round robin 
play. /
March 5: TraveLodge - 8,
■ :''.B6bWhyte;-'4.-::T; V.
TraveLodge: 1st period - 
Jose Brochez, Mike Greasy; 
2nd period -vKen Posskit, 
Dave . LaPage, Gary 
6 Wildmari, Mike*Miller; 3rd: 
period - Gary Wildman; 
Rick Crosbie.
Bob Whyte: 1st period - 
Dale Tweedhope, Reed 
Pumple; 2nd period - Kim 
Krarup; 3rd period - Dave 
Pumple,
March 6: Sidney Freight - 
12, Sidney Hotel-2.
Sidney Freight: 1st - Avic 
Stubbington, Tom Brooks, 
Kerry Lewis, Bill McKay, 
Tom Brooks; 2nd - Tim 
Karlson, Kerry Lewis, Tom 
Brooks, Alvin Miller; 3rd - 
Tom Brooks, Jim Hum­
phries, Rob Smith.
Sidney Hotel; 1st - Bob 
Gordon; 3rd - Dean 
Wcinmeycr.
March 7: Bob Whyte • 4, 
Shoreline-3.
Bob Whyte; Isl - Kim 
Karup, Dave Pumple; 2nd - 
Gary Madill; 3rd - Kent 
Thornton.
Shoreline: 1st - Ken 
McLaran; 2nd - Ken 
Nofbury; 3rd - Rick Eden.
March 8: Sidney - 7, 
TraveLodge “2.
Kidney: 1st - Gord 
Burdge, Tom Brooks; 2nd - 
Tim Karlson, Dave 
Sparling; 3rd - Alvin Miller, 
Tom Brooks, Tom Brooks, 
Trttvel-tidgc: I st - Bruce 
McKay; 3rd - Gary 
Wildman,
PARKLAND PANTHERS championship 
basketball team posed this week for Review 
cameraman Gordon Ewan during a break in 
an after school practice. The Panthers 
recently defeated the reigning champions, 
Nanaimo Islanders, to capture the Vancouver
Island high school case title.
Along with their coach Joe Milligan were 
Mick Ollis, Quinn Groenheide, Gregg 
Wilijer, Dexter Williams, Trevor Hancock, 
Robert Balmer, and Gord Fox. Absent from 




Glaremonl 16-0 Friday to 
move within one point of 
fourth-place Claremont in 
the Greater Victoria High 
School Rugby League.
In the Russell Division, 
Parkland is within two 
points of third-place Oak
Bay and has a game in hand 
over both Oak Bay and 
Claremont.
Quenton Mackie, John 
Bain and Geoff Stanhouse 
each scored a try and Stefan 
Rehn kicked a pair of 
conversions for the win­
ners. "■ '-T '
fenimsula ^
MmmRMion
Any boys, aged 13-15 years, intere.sted in 
joining the Peninsula Babe Ruth Baseball League, 
registration will be held at Sanscha Hall, Sidney 
on 16 March at 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. and 17 & 18 
March at 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Boys must bring 
proof of age when registering.
5J72
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last 5 digits v./ln $1,000 
last 4 digits win $100 
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IT’S ALSO ELIGIBLE 
TOR IHL
MARCH 25 DRAW
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BONUS $1 MILLION
1017 EXACT NUMBET ONl.Y
3 1 4 0 9 0 8
PETER POLLEN 
DOWNS DOLPHINS 
Lake Hill Peter Pollen 
downed the Peninsula 
Doli>hins ,V3 in a close 
soccer game played 
Saturday.
The score was tied 3-3 
imtH ihe last lO minutes 
when Lake Hill got two 
easy goals.
'Win
lost 5 diglls win 
lad 4 dlgih win, 





Weslorn Canada Lottorv Foundation
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groups within the Province of British Columbia to assist them in 
preparing their brieffs for presentation at a Public Hearing.
GUIDELINES ,>
The guidelines for funding of participants before the Commission are 
as follows: ,
(a) There should be a clearly ascertainable interest that ought to 
be represented at the Inquiry.
(b) It should be established that separate and adequate represen­
tation of that interest will make a necessary and substantial 
contribution to the Inquiry.
(c) Those seeking funds should have an established record 
of concern for, and should have demonstrated their own 
commitment to, the Interest they seek to represent.
(d) It should be shown that those seeking funds do not have 
sufficient financial resources to enable them adequately to 
represent that Interest, and will require funds to do so.
(e) Those seeking funds should have a clear proposal as fo 
the use they Intend to make of the funds, and should be suf­
ficiently well organized fo account for the funds.
In order to avoid duplication, various groups of similar Interests are 
encouraged to jointly prepare a brief for presontatlbn.
APPLICATION FOR FUNDS
Application for funding shouid be made In writing to the Executive 
Secretary at the address below, and should provide the following Infor- 
'matlon:" : , ®;
(a) A statement of how the applicant satisfies the guidelines for 
funding.
(b) A doscriptlon, Including a detailed budget, of the purposes for 
which the funds are required, how the funds will be disbursed, 
and how they will be accounted for.
(c) A statement of the extent to which the applicant will con­
tribute funds and personnel to participate in the Inquiry.
(d) The name, address, telephone number and position of the 
Individual within the group who will bo responsible for 
administering the funds.
The deadline for submitting an application will be Monday, April 30, 
1979.' ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ' ■
On b(shalf Of the Commission;
Brig. Qon. E.D. Dfluby (retired)
Executive Secretary 
Boyel Commiasloni of Inquiry 
Health and Environmental 
Rroloctlon — Uranium Mining 
3724 West Broadway 
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l ij Fancy Frozen
''SI»mTO WIN"
PARTICIPATING PRODUCTS!
Sunlight Liquid, Schnoidor's Moats, Colgate 
Toothpciato, Sunlight Dotorgont, Clovorloat 
Tuna Family (Flaked, Solid or Chunk), 
Maxwell Houne Instant Coffee, Purox 4 Roll 
or Scotties, Caines Burger or Gaines Moal, 
Ardmona Fruits In Poor Juice, Peek Froam 
Cremes or Assorted,
Spin the "Whecifl'', Set., Mar. 17th, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and 
Sun,, Mar. 18th, 11 a.m, to 4 p.m. at your Safeway Storo 
locatod at Fori & Foul Day, Victoria.
How to Entori
1, Attach to on entry form a label or facsimile from one of 
the above products.
2. Fill in your name, address and phone number,
,3. Deposit in the SAFEWAY entry box or at STANDARD 
FURNITURE, 700 Block Votes,
Featured This Week
fr&. t};(\ >'.■? S^h.
Peais, Two Fruit, Fruit Cocktail. 
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In Tomato Sauce. 
Taste Tells 










Button, Whole or Sliced. 








32 fl. oz. jar.
41 Town House Pure 
Choice.
48 fl. oz. tin.
Town House. Fancy. 
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Page 10 THE REVIEW
‘Ground Pounder’ Comes To Sidney
The sixth
InterMunicipal Ground 
Pounder Fun Run comes,to 
the Peninsula on Sunday, 
starting at 10 a.m. at 
'Panorama Leisure Centre. 
Registration is at 9:30 a.m. 
in the multi-purpose area 
upstairs. Fee is 50 cents or a 
ground pounder tag.
The Ground Pounder 
programme was conceived 
by the nine inter-municipal 
recreation agencies: The Y, 
Oak Bay, Juan de Fuca, U 
Vic, Saanich, Peninsula, 
Esquimau, Victoria, and 
Camosun College.
The object: fitness and 
fun through running. Two,
SIDf^EY WELDING 
S FABRICATION
9810 Fourth St., Sidney
* Steel Mig Welding 




four, and six-kilometre 
routes are laid out and the 
prize is not to the swiftest, 
but to the one who most 
closely estimates the time it 
will take to complete the 
run.
Peninsula Recreation wilt 
be handling the March 18 
run with an assist from the 
Community Recreation 
class at Parkland School. 
Students laid out the run, 
and will be working at the 
registration desk and the 
finish line.
Special guest Winona 
Pugh, and the B.C. 
Heart/YMYWCA Fitness 
Wagon will be on hand that 
morning at 8:30 a.m. for 
any participant who wishes
to get fitness tested. As well 
as the Canada Home 
Fitness Test, Winona wilt 
be checking blood pressure, 
fitness capabilities, and 
have literature on hand with 
regard to both fitness and 
nutrition. Warm-up 
exercises with Lorraine 
Lenzi of the Peninsula 
Recreation staff will be held 
at 9:50 a.m. Registration 
will commence at 9:30 a.m. 
and the run itself will get 
underway at 10 a.m.
Refreshments com­
pliments of the ‘Sunrype 
Company’ and ‘Sidney 
Bakery’ wilt be served at 
10:45 a.m., and par­
ticipants can swim in the 
Panorama Pool at 11 a.m.
656-2321
Hornets Sting Duncan 








Should your income tax return be 
questioned, we will not only take 
responsibility for how it was prepared, 
we will represent you to the District 
Taxation Office...ail year round and 
at no extra cost. At H&R Block, we 
are income tax specialists.
T' ■
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE 
2453 BEACON A yt:. 656-2411
: i - ' Sat. 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.ni.;
NO APPOINTMKNT NECESSARY
Peninsula Hornets 
moved ahead in their quest 
for the 7C/D District soccer 
Cup on Saturday defeating 
Duncan WestCan Raiders 2 
to 1 in an exciting, hard- 
fought game at Sidney 
Elementary School.
The Raiders applied 
pressure from the opening 
minutes and opened the 
scoring after 10 minutes of 
play. However, the Hornets 
gained composure and 
confidence as play 
proceeded and Kevin 
Rinfret, at outside left, tied 
the game with a well-taken 
goal.
Encouraged, the Hornets 
pressed hard'but failed to 
turn their ^ strong 
playmaking into a score 
and, at half time, the score 
remained 1 to 1.
End-to-end play with 
both teams playing good, 
hard soccer, features the 
second half. Playing as an 
all-together team, the 
Hornets moved strongly 
into Raider territory and 
Kevin Rinfret scored again
to put his team into the 
lead. He almost scored a 
third time in the closing 
minutes but blasted the ball 
over instead of under the 
bar.
It was a hard-fought 
game and the 2 to 1 score 
reflected the best efforts of 
both teams.
Outstanding players were 
Rinfret and Darren Noble, 
Robin Wait, Datren 
Goodyear, David Irving, 
Jonathan Hunter and Bjorn 
Lie.
MA NY APPLICA NTS
There were 52 applicants 
for the position of Assistant 
' Building Inspector in 
Sidney. The job has been 
filled by Mr. R.D. Milne.
One of 49 new-style pay phones being installed in Sidney and the 
Peninsula area in recent weeks gets checked by one of the B.G. Tel in­
stallers.. The phones are different from the ones Peninsula residents have 
been familiar with. The dime, nickles or quarter used to place a local call 
are placed into a single slot only after the user has made contact with his 
party. B.C. Tel spokesman said this particular type of phone is expected 
to be in use in the Sidney area for two or three years, until the area can be 























TofnI Food Bill 
For Partial 
Of 4 or Mora 







9831 - 3rd St.
Sidney, B.C. V8L‘3S5










7105B West Saanich Rd, 
Brentwood Bay, B.C.
For Subscriptions 




The second Annual 
Peninsula Spring Fun 
Badminton Tournament 
gets underway on March 
27, 28 and 29 at Parkland 
School. Trevor Wignall and 
the staff at Leisure Centre 
are accepting entries for the 
ladies’, mens’, and mixed 
doubles events until Friday, 
March 23 at 4:30 p.m.
The entry fee is $3.50 per 
person which entitles you to 
enter as many events as you 
wish. Entries are open to all 
players, regardless of af- 
Tiliation. Three games are 
guaranteed; a potluck social 
on March 29; and lots of 
fun. All this indicates a 
great turnout for the event. 
If you cannot get in to 
register at the Leisure 
Centre, Trevor can accept 
entires at the badminton 
sessions.
There’s so much news 
this week on all fronts for 
special events. The 
Peninsula Figure Skating 
Club is holding its first 
annual ice carnival: Stars 
on Ice, Tuesday, March 13 






4450A West Saanich Rd. 





Centre. Playoffs are un­
derway now in hockey, and 
on Sunday /March 25, the 
Peninsula Minor Hockey 
Association is having their 
closing ceremonies from 7 
to 9 p.m. at the Centre. 
Everyone welcome. That 
same evening from 9 p.rh. 
to 12-midnight, - 
Panorama Leisure Centre is 
celebrating the last night of 
ice for the season with their 
CHEAPSKATE twenty-: 
five cents - adhiission fee. 
Lots of prizes and fun. 
Karen: Brownsey and the 
Arena staff are looking 
forward to seeing you.
News in ■ the Pool: 
Every Wednesday is 
‘Length Day’. If you swim 
the posted number of 
lengths for the day, you 
earn a pass from the 
lifeguard. Length Day lasts 
from Sunrise Swim to Adult 
Fun, Frolic, and Fitness to 
midnight, and alt the 
sessions between. The 
Sunriscr of the Month al 
Panorama Pool is Harry 
Peicr, a retired electrical 
engineer, who has been 
attending Sunrise Swim 
regularly. Fitness pays off, 
Harry. Congratulations! 
Harry’s swimming 1,200 
metres per day, att enviable 
record.
* * * Smile of the Week 
at Peninsula Recreation is 
our new building host, Jack 
Whitehead. Wc’ic No. 1 in 
public relations with Jack, 
who has made many I'rtcnds 
with the skating, swim­
ming, and recreation public 
at the Centre. Jack, n long­
time resident of tlie 
Peninsula, is the pcrsoti to 
see in the evenings if you
” SON
Review reporter Granin 
l.itvvin gave birth to a 
seven-pound, 12-ouncc 
baby boy Monday evening, 
Site and her husbiuul 
Michael rushcti lo Jubilee 
Hospital shortly after 9 
p.ni.The baby was born 40 
mimites later and is tlieir 
second son.
need information or have 
suggestions, even , com­
plaints. We want to hear 
from you.
Swim registrations 
continue this week at the 
Centre for programmers 
beginning April 2. Spaces 
still exist in most courses, 
except the most popular 
pre-school ones. Sorry, 
Tadpoles are full also. If 
you’re not sure about the 
state, of the class you wish 
to regisler.^call' us. Since 
registration is now
downstairs, Brenda, JoAnn 
or Lois can help with most 
enquiries.
* * *
Thanks to the CR class 
al Parkland School, and 
particularly, John Satler, 
Neil Jack, and Russ Tripp 
for helping set out the route 
for the Ground Pounder 
(see special article in this 
week’s Review) on March 
18. The class will be 
assisting on the day of the 
event, in all aspects of .the 
Fun Run. See you all there!
JCs |FLil?TlMS SLOTllNS
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
FABULOOS PRICES «p>> 5||%mSe;
(on regular stock)
CLEARANCE TABLES
, Choose now and 
lay away til family : 
allowance
in the Beocon Mair ^ ^
Come in And See The Best Selection Of
SPRING FABmeS
We Have Ever Had
115 cm. Cotton & Cotton Blends





115 cm. Hopsack, Prints & Plains $' J
For Dresses, Blouses, Skirts. FROM A|i
115 cm. Polyester & Cotton Eyelet $ C98
W meterWhite and Pastels. FROM
150 cm. Futura Suiting
Soft Spring Colours. Great for Suits.
$'Q98
Ir METER
150 cm. Polyester Florals









MANY, MANY MORE 
GREAT FABRICS 
FOR STYLISH SPRING SEWING
PHENTEX ELITE YARNS-v.^^ 99 so. 
PHENTEX SPORT YARNS'
MARCH 24 - 25 CABLE 10
McPherson playhouse
INSERTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE BY THE REVIEW
MUWiniiUMHVIMMttHi




* North Saanich Advisory 
j Planning Commission 
. members for 1979 are as 
^ follows:
Mr. E.W. Wellwood
(chairman), Dr. R.O. 
Brinkhurst, Mr. J.W. Lott, 
Mrs. G. Mackie, Mr. G. 
Montgomery, Mr. W.E. 
Turner, Aid. E. Sherwood.
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SfDf^EY CASH & CARRY
LTD.
2449 Beacon Phone 656-1171
:■
ADMIRAL 18 cu. ft. Side by Side 
REFRIGERATOR FREEZER
White Only - ^75995
ISLAND FURNITURE MART
656-3724
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
still only from $19.00 up
Mostly with full kitchens 
— at no extra cost.
Free parking
Downtown location
Weekly, monthly & farhily 
rates
For brochure and reservations write:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 Hornby st., Vancouver, B.C. V6Z IVl or Phone area &04-587-&751.
Saanichton Plaza 
7855 EpSaanich Road 
SPECIALIZING !N ‘ 
INDOOR FLOWERING PLANTS
SEE OUR SELECTION OF 
GROW-LIGHTS
WE HAVEENLARGED 





Friday, Saturday, Sunday, 
March 16, 17 & 18
SPECIALS (ALL NEW STOCK)
25% OFF
Swiss Herbal Vitamin and Mineral tablets and 
tryptophane.
15% OFF
“New Era Tissue Sails”
Try our delicious soya burgers and our crciimy soft 
soya ice creme in cones or on pie.
Vltcway llreadand liakcd Goods
Opeii 7 days tt week. 9:30 p.m.
GWEN’S HEALTH FOODS 
AND LIGHT MEALS
6002 iye.ll Saanich Ktl.
Parkland Students Win Awards
HM Mn WIH INM MM un
STAR WARS 
ARE HERE
USED DINNER SET i 
MOLDS FOR SALE





Sandra Betton and Peter 
Ton.seth received awards 
from Lieutenant-Governor 
Henry Bell-lrving on 
Sunday night following 
wins in a provincial
debating and public
speaLing seminar at
Hollyrood House, Victoria, 
on the weekend.
In the fourth senior
which covers all of British 
Columbia, Tonseth won, 
one of seven top places and 
will be eligible to compete 
in the National Student 
Debating Seminar in St. 
.lohn. New Brunswick in 
May.
Tlic fourtli-place win also 
entitles him to one of six 
$350 scholarships to Simon 
F'rascr University.
In the public speaking 
competition Sandra Betton 
ranked first in the senior
division. Following a 
banquet she too received 
her award from Ihc 
lieutenant-governor.
The whole weekend was a
competition for the 
Hammarsjold Cup and was 
staged by the British 
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Activity & Story Books
7105 B. WEST SAANICH ROAD 
BRENTWWOD HAY 
652-3422
SEVENTEEN BROWNIES from the 1st and 
3rd Sidney Packs spent an enjoyable weekend 
at their lovely Kiugswood campsite, near Elk 
Lake. The Brownies “camped” in the Lodge. 
They helped prepare their own meals, ex­
plored the surrounding terrain, jogged before 
breakfast and had expeditions in the dark to 
stargaze. They also had time to craft God’s 
Eyes and do splatter painting, and put on 
skits around the evening campfire. This is the 
second camp held this year and two more are 
planned.
ABOVE BROWNIES pliotographcd by The 
Review are, from left to right: .lulic Glover, 
Kendra Miller, Karen Waistcll, Terri Gray,
Dominque Proctor, Amy Pearson,' Cori 
Bailey, Michelle Tnrgeon, Pamela Ens, 
.loanne Hamilton. Leaders: Mrs. .ludy Ager
and Mrs. Marie Pearson. Front row, from 
left to right, Tracey Bouck, Joanne Tate, 
Carolyn Ager, Shannon Oslund, Nicole 




ROYAL OAK SHOPPING CENTRE
YOmONE STOP PRINTINGS.
Opisiioii ...
Frout Retired Refinery Executive
STATIONERY SHOP
By Harold M. Williams
There is a shortage of oil 
in the world today due to 
the recent turmoil in Iran. 
Iran has stated they expect 
to resume production 
shortly but will not be 
delivering to the U.S.A. in 
the quantities delivered in 
the days of the Shah — nor 
will they deliver any oil to 
Israel. The U.S.A. have 
guaranteed Israel their oil 
requirements, therefore still 
" leaving a shortage in world 
demand;
It is reported that Mexico 
has a potentially large 
supply of oil, but the 
production will also 
produce gas which they 
wi.sh to sell to the U.S.A. at 
a fair price.
There is an over-supply 
of refining capacity in 
Eastern Canada and in tlie 
Eastern United States a 
shortage is appearing.
Alaska oil is being moved 
all tlic way down through 
the Panama Canal lo the 
Gulf ports.
To overcome this 
situation, with respect lo 
Alaska Crude, Trans 
Mountain Pipe Line has 
applied to President Carter 
to permit the construction 
of an oil dock at Cherry 
Point in the State of 
Washington, and Ihc Trans 
Mountain Pipe Line will 
construct it pipe line on 
their right of way from 
Clierry Point lo Edinoniun, 
Alberta, where the Alaska 
Crude can be moved hy 
Inierprovinciit! Pipe l.incto 
the mitl-coiuincni refineries 
of the U.S.A, The cost of 
this Pipe Line would be in 
tlte neigliborliood of $2(K) 
million, This is contriiry lo 
the recommendations of the 
ecologists in British 
Columbia and the Stale of 
Washinglun who fear the 
tiangci: of oil spills from 
increa.scd ueetm lanker 
iriiffic,
To alleviate tlicsc 
problems it is proposed that 
insietul of a new pipe line 
from Clierry Point to 
Edmonton a new eiiltirged 
pipe line from Poiilanti to 
Montreal be consirncied on 
their right of way. Reverse 
the flow on Ihe Sarnia to 
Montreal Pipe Line to move 
the oil from Montreal to 
Sarnia and, if nceessary, lay 
{mother line.
This \sill take care of tlic 
refinery capacities In 
Montreal, Eitsiem Ontario, 
and American mid- 
ctmtiiHaii. The ciude oil 
vvonld he off shore oil from 
rnid-Easi Vciuvncla and 
Mexico, wiili Ontario 
receiving wit a lever 
Canadian crude is available 
over and above the 
Canatlian eriide slilpped to 
the West Coast.
All the Norlhsvest Coast 
Refineiics in tlie IJ.S.A.
and Canada could be 
supplied with Canadian 
crude from Canada via 
Trans Mountain Pipe Line. 
Alaska crude could be 
shipped to Japan, releasing 
more Middle Ea.st crude to 
the U.S.A. and Israel 
replacing the lost Iranian 
crude oil, the Ontario 
Re fi neries operati ng to 
whatever capacity necessary 
to lake care; of the 
Canadian demand in that 
area and ' shipping' to the^ 
Eastern U.S.A. finished 
products as required to take 
care of their shortages.
All that is required is the 
co-operation of Exxon, 
Imperial Oil, Texaco, Gulf 
and Shell who will arrange 
the necessary exchanges 
together with the blessing 
and go-ahead of the Hon. 
Mr. Alasta'ir Gillespie.
The cost of the Pipe Line 
from Edmonton to the 
Pacific Coast was quoted as 
$200 million. I doubt that
the co.q of the Poriland- 
Montrcal Line and the 
reversal of flow from 
Sarnia to Montreal would 
conic to $100 million. The 
enlargements on the 
Portland docks should be 
no more than tlie con­
struction of the Cherry 
Point docks,Thereby saving 
$100 million.
Tfv money as needed the 
Shah ofi :Iran, who is 
reported to have two billion 
dollars ~ intv Switzerland, 
which The present Iranian 
Government has asked to 
have frozen, should be glad 
to invest before the freeze. 
Mexico might wish to 
borrow to cover the cost of 
the production of equip­
ment for the separation of 
the gas from tlie oil.
B.C. and Washington 
Stale would be pleased to 
have no increase in tanker 
traffic. Due to cxelianges 
Canada would have no 
extra drag on its crude
production and no extra 
cost.
It would benefit by the 
extra shipment of products 
in The East and Trans 
MountJiin Pipe Line would 
return to full scale 
movement of crude without 
the cost ofa new line.
(This proposal was put 
rorward by Harold M. 
Williams, 2519 Anilierst 
who, before rcliremenl, 
worked for 37 years with 
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The question of where 
and how a eour.sc of en­
vironmental studies could 
be fitted into seltool 
etirriculums was discussed 
oil Monday night at a 
meeting of trustees of 
Satuiich .School District.
1'here was general 
agreement Unit young 
people, in this time when 
energy rcsmirces nre 
rnnning oiii, should know 
more about their ecologicnl 
surroundings and alternate 
energy, sources but just 
wliere sucii a course could 
be filled into a rigid system 
was It Hint ter for 
speculation.
Derek Mallard, president 
of Citizens lo .Stive Ilic 
Environmem (CASE) made 
a presenintion to the board 
backed wiili a voluminous 
port (olio of dociimems. It 
was one of llirce picseii- 
lations vvhicli will he made 
to tlic Lower Islaiid’s iliiee 
school disirtcls.
Wc must be prepared for 
.massive cliangcs in the 
cnvironmenliil field, 
Mallard told trustees ami 
cnvironmemal education 
should be a top priority 
item.
Tlie program envisaged 
would cost Saimiclt sdiuoi 
district about $6,700, 
Mallard said, Sooke, $7,700 
and Victoria. $24,357,
In answer to concerns 
about tlie diffietiliy of 
filling such programs into 
the course of studies. 
Milliard said:
“Well, I suppose h 
depends on yom prioiiiics.
If siiving energy and 
looking at alieniale 
programs is not a priority 
•—wlial is?"
Ti'iistee Jack Armstrong 
was not at all sure of tlie 
validity of tlie wliolc 
concept. Energy, lie s!tid, 
was alioiii jite most
plenlirid tiling we Iind. I'lie 
wliole Universe, after nil, 
was eneigy. It would not lie 
lack of energy wliicli would 
doom man hut his own 
greed and materialism.
I.ong lieforc he ritn out of
energy lie vvoiild, as iltc 
resnll of liis invn
vicioiiMiess, I'liow liimself 
up, ,
Tlie iiu|uiry was rcrerred 
lo tlie school tl isl riel !ui- 
minisiralion for a report on 
tlie feasibility of filling siicii 
a course into llie eurricnlmii 








A need lo star! any home fiOxG* ROTARY MAHOGANY
iinprovemciU project.
Fxcelleiil for haekiiig for 
any wall panelling. We 
buy In bulk to save you 


















1 luce drivels were given 
roadside suspensions by 
Sidney RCMB last week 
and 12 drunks weic lodged 
i II the tells ovei iiigln on ihc 
weekend,
l.iquor was seized on 
.seven oecasion.s and one 
charge laid as a result. On 
two occasions niarijiinna 
was seized and eluirges will 
belaid,
On one occasion a cougar 




A Pieiniuin Quality, 
Washable Latex. 







2W Vz Louvred 
Hemlock Bifold Doors 
with Mahogany 
Raised Panel.
B 6rade.$/j J69 
Only each
4“x6* Vi. Louvred 
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Restore Your Old Pictures
Copy Negs. B/W’2”
All sizes up to 11x14 
on a print regardless, basis.







Sth h Beacon Ave., Sidney
THE MERCHANTS WELCOME THREE NEW STORES
TO THE UPPER iALL
BONAL SHOES 
THE CAT'S WHISKERS 
& THE HAPPY COOKER
When in the Mel! for the 





Offer good until March 31/79




■•IB VKMWelcomes our new
to thekmoll.
OFF
March 15, 16, 17
10-5 MON SAT.
Please feel free 
to drop in 
.& browse/
ALISA'S
TIP OF THE WEEK ® 
Stitch with the Grain
To avoid stretching seams, always stitch with 
the grainlinc of your fabric. Generally this 
means from the widest to the narrowest part of 
your pattern piece. For instance, a skirt should 



















> ICE CREAM MAKERS
★ LE PARFAIT STORAGE JARS 
Vr HELLER OVEN & MICROWARE 
tV COPCO KEHLES
Tir DANESCO SALAD BOWLS
★ TAGUS COPPER
★ OLYMPIA NOODLE MACHINES 
★7ANGER CARVING KNIVES
★ NITTY GRITTY COOKBOOKS
★ GUZZINI BATH ACCESSORIES
★ FIELDCREST & CALDWELL TOWELS
★ JENNY JONES BATH MATS
★ SOEHNLE BATHROOM SCALES
★ DECORATOR SOAPS
★ McGREGOR SHOWER CURTAINS
★ NATURAL SPONGES
★ BATH BRUSHES







Thur. Fri. 8c Sat.
Wo look forward to moolliig you
and footurlng tho all now "Gono" lino
of complofoly coordinofod ItHchon ond dining accossorlos.
•Placo Mats *Napkins •Aprons
•Riitfiryt Swruor* • Ovon MItti
<r>h
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Town May Cancel 
Business Licence Of 
Auto Body Shop
Sidney Council is 
prepared to take drastic 
action if property leased by 
Dun Here Auto Body, 2073 
Amelia, is not cleaned up to 
the satisfaction of the Town 
building inspector. In fact, 
at a regular meeting 
Monday night Council 
dcdiced to give the business 
14 days to ‘clean up’ its 
yard or face losing its 
business licence.
In di.scussion prior to this 
decision Aid. Peter Grant 
suggested that the matter be 
handed over to the Town 
solicitor who would then 
appraise the firm that legal 
action might be taken to 
force fencing in or covering 
up of auto body wrecks in 
compliance with town by­
laws.
Aid. Gerry Tregaskis 
disagreed. “Why the hell 
•should the tax payers be
faced with more expenses in 
this matter. 1 don’t believe 
in going easy on this 
character,’’ said Tregaskis.
Acting mayor Ross 
Martin sided with 
Tregaskis.
“That property is littered 
with auto bodies . . they 
have them there for re-sale 
when and if they get around 
to fixing them up. The man 
has been asked repeatedly 
to clean up his act. He had 
done nothing. Pull his 






















After a relatively 
uneventful two-month 
cruise aboard the research- 
vessel Parizeau, scientists 
are home.
The expedition, launched 
from the Institute of Ocean 
Sciences at Pat Bay, was on 
behalf of the Global 
Atmospheric Research 
Program.
The cruise touched 
briefly at Honolulu out­
bound and returning 
the ship made land only 
once at Christmas Island 
where a member of the 
ship’s company required 
medical attention after 
which he was flown home.
The Parizeau is now in 
refit at Yarrows for spring 
and summer field work in 
B.C. waters including a new 
oceanopgraphic program 
on the Pacific Shelf.
The lOS team was led by 
Dr. Bill Crawford whose 
main interest was the effect 
of the ocean undercurrent 
upon turblence and mixing, 
with simultaneious surface 
measurement.
THREE SETS OF BLEACHERS, once 
sturdy seating for softball fans at Sanscha 
Park, became another statistic in the wave of 
vandalism which continues to plague the 
Saanich Peninsula,
The bleachers, built at a cost of ap­
proximately $75 per unit, not including 
labour, two units of which were new last year, 
now are a pile of loose, broken boards.
Although improvements to and the 
maintenance of the ball park is done by and 
paid for by the league and its membership by 
donations from associated businesses, the 
reality is that the vandals have destroyed 
community property since ownership of 
fixtures in the park revert to Sanscha upon 
completion.
Repairs to the units will be completed 
before the 1979 season and, at the same time, 
members of the league will undertake the re­
conditioning of the diamond which has 
suffered the harsh rains and weathering of the 
winter months.
In the interim, the Sidney Detachment of 





An application seeking could be 
private moorage at 960 
Landsend Road was tabled 
Monday night by North 
Saanich Committee ‘A’ 
until engineer Leo de Boer 
decided whether the beach 
is rocky or eroded.
The community plan 
states that no structures 
may be built on eroded 
beaches and there is some 
doubt which cla.ssification 
the beach comes under.
If the beach is rocky, it
rezoned to 
“Private Water Front 
Wharf’’ from “Private 
Water Front Recreational.”
Committee chairman 
Eric Sherwood said if the 
beach is eroded” then we 
talk about it.”
The application to 







Sidney Kinsmen Twirlers 
and Drum Corps, with 
many first prizes and a 
variety of other successes, 
did well for themselves and 
their club in the N.B.T.A. 
Competition in Bellingham, 
Washington on March 4.
Results were as follows: 
Basic: 1. Pam Smith, 
Sandy Duncan, Vicki 
Wright; 2. Tammy Bur­
nside, Janice Clanton; 3. 
Dione Levar, Corine 
Desjarlais, Sandy Hopkins.
Military: 1. Pam Smith, 
Vicki Wright, Janice 
Clanton; 2. Dione Levar, 
Sandy Duncan; 3. April 
Nunn, Corine Desjarlais.
Solo: 2. Janice Clanton; 





Clanton; 3. Pam 
AlisonSmith.
Modelling: 1.
Wright, Janice Clanton; 2. 
Pam -^mith; 3. Alison 
'Smiths






Flag: 1 .Janice Clanton
Hoop: 2. Janice Clanton.
Fire: 2. Janice Clanton.
Dnim Solo: 1. Linda 
Parsons; 2, Kevin 
Tisserand.
Best Appearing: 2. Vicki 
Wright, Janice Clanton.
Duet Twirl: 1. Tracy 
Tisserand and Alison 
Smith; 2. Vicki Wright and 
Dione Levar.
Duet Strut: 1. Tammy 
Sexton and Michelle Black.








A task force on airport 
management will bring in a 
report on April 2 with 
recommendations to solve 
safety and overtime issues 
at the Pat Bay Airport, a 
union official said last 
week.
Regional vice-president 
of the Union of Transport 
Employees Ralph Halliday 
said he is hopeful both 
vlssues can be solved to the 
satisfaction of the 13 
airporC fighters involved in 
a recent dispute which 
threatened to leave the
airport without fire 
protection for a six-hour 
daily gap.
If they are not, he added, 
firemen will have to look 
again at the possibility of 
refusing to work overtime 
for certain flights, like 
special charter flights, not 
covered by the collective 
agreement.
Halliday was hopeful ' 
that the airport would be 
classified from-its present 
“C” category tq a “B” 
vvhich would mean at; least 




GEORGE HAROLD BOND, born on March 
12, 1889 in Lanark, Ontario, cclcbralecl his 90lh 
birthday on Monday at his residence at 2410 
Meadov/Iands in Central Saanich.
Mr. Bond was employed by the Union Bank 
at Lanark from September 6, 1906 until he, 
enlisted in the infantry in 1915. In 1916 he 
transferred to the Royal laying Corps and 
trained in Toronto and Texas. Overseas, h.e was 
a flying instructor at Seampton and flew mosi of 
the airplanes used in World War 1.
He returned'to the Union Bank from 1919 
until 1923, when he resigned to start a candy 
factory in Winnipeg. This enterprise propsered 
from 3 employees to 112 at the time he sold out 
to retire to the Victoria area bout 25 years ago.
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Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 E. SAANICH RD.
652-24n
and LESLEY or DIANNA 
will be on hand to assist you.
The advertising sales manager will be on hand each Friday 




THE REVIEW CARRIES THE NEWS OF
THE COMiUNITIES OF THE SAANICH FENiNSULA. : '
BE SURE TO GET YOUR SOBSChiPTiON.
>8“’ par yaor •7"» lar SENIOR CITIZENS




The Peninsula Players 
final performance of Neil 
Simon’s “Plaza Suite”, 
played to a disappointing 
sixty-person audience, 
Saturday, March 10.
It was surprising to see 
such a small audience for an 
outstanding play written by 
the most successful 
playwright of the twentieth 
century. The material is 
delightful, and the players’ 
performance more than 
adequate.
“Opening night”, said 
producer and group 
president, Jacqui Coulson, 
“was especially disap­
pointing.” “The proceeds 
from the March 1 per­
formance were earmarked 
for donation to the Heart 
Fund, and after a great deal 
of publicity, a mere 36 
persons attended.”
The group will, it is
hoped, play to larger 
audiences when their next 
production is entered in the 
“South Island Festival”, 
April 19-20. The festival is a 
competition between the 
five groups who are 
members of the South 
Island Zone of Theatre 
B.C. One group will be 
chosen from the com­
petition to represent the 
zone in June, at the North 
Vancouver hosted, B.C. 
Festival.
There is a possibility that 
“Plaza Suite” will be the 
group’s choice to perform 
at the zone competition. 
Group vice-president, 
Marie Mutrie, said that the 
subject will be discussed at 
their next meeting, March 
20. Anyone interested in 
theatre is welcome to attend 





ALL MODELS NEW AND USED
DOUGLAS VOLKSWAGEN LTD.







Central Saanich police 
were notified by the SPCA 
early Thursday morning 
that a deer had been struck 
by a car on Mow’s Hill. The 
motorist was still waiting at 
the scene when police 
arrived. The deer was found 
to have had its legs broken 
and was “dispatched”.
A rock, reported to have 
been thrown at the front 
window of a house, turned 
out to be a balloon filled 
with water. Owing to quick 
notification police were 
able to apprehend the 
culprits. In this case, they 
were instructed to attend 
the house and to apologize 
to the residents.
A wallet found beside 
some mail boxes that had 
been damaged led to the 
vandal who, as it turned 
out, had been recently 
charged in Saanich for a 
similar offence.
A person seen sipping 
beer whilst driving on 
Lochside Drive was served a 
24-hour suspension.
The Brentwood Com­
munity Hall was entered
overnight last Saturday by 
someone with a duplicate 
key. About $30 worth of 
liquor left over from a 
Lions Club dance party was . 
stolen.
The theft of a trumpet, 
flute and a set of laboratory 
scales, missing from Sicily’s 
School since before 
Christmas was reported to 
Central Saanich police.
Police also received 
reports of broken windows 
at Mt. Newton and van­
dalism at Brentwood 


















WE BUY BATTERIES — $3.50 
BEER & POP BOTTLES
SIDNE Y BO TTLE EXCHA NGE
9818 - 4TH ST. SIDNEY - 656-3018
THREE EPISODES which take place in a suite in the 
Plaza Hotel, New York, in the sixties are portrayed in 
Plaza Suite” which played on March 1, 2, 3, 9 and 10 at
Parklands Theatre. Cast of the three-act play as performed 
by The Peninsula Players is shown above. (Photo by Tom 
Cronk).
Alderman^s Mink Farm Up For Relocation
The long established 
mink farm, operated by 
Central Saanich Aid. Percy 
Lazarz, on Cultra Ave. at 
the head of" Woodwyn 
Valley is soon to become 
the victim of encroaching 
residential development.
The 7 !Z2 acre property has 
been zoned R-2 residential, 
which now .specifies a 7,000 
square foot minimum lot
LANIMND GARDEN CENTRE
(Next to Sidney Super Food)
Now Is The Time
To Think About Your New Lawn
WE HAVE TOP QUALITY SEED 
AT REASONABLE PRICES
SEED POTATOES, MULTIPLIERS AND 
ONION SETS NOW IN.
Pleusc Come to See U.s.
size, since the community 
plan and current zoning By- 
Law' 465 was adopted in 
1975, but has been subject 
to a “5 acre minimum 
freeze” to regulate its 
development. About 5 acres 
of the farm are suitable for 
residential subdivision to 
yield around 30 lots and the 
remaining. 21^ ‘ acres is 
occupied by the deep ravine 
of Hagen Creek. In ac­
cordance with, municipal 
policy in the revised, but yet 
not formally adopted 
community plan, the,se 2'/j. 
acres could be taken for 
environmental protection, 
adding to the municipality’s 
inventory of “nature 
parks”.
In letters to the sub­
division and zoning and to 
the sewer committees. Aid. 
Lazarz and his wife jointly 
reqttcstcd that the property 
be excluded from the 5-acrc 
minimum for subdivision 
and that the .sewer en­
terprise area be extended to 
include it. The letters cited 
difficulties in operating a 
mink farm with residential
housing now next door to it' 
and said the “request is 
presented now to allow time 
for the re-location of the 
mink farm.” "
Aid. Lazarz absented 
himself from Council 
Chambers during the 




Subdivision and zoning 
committee chairman. Aid. 
George MacFarlane said he 
agreed with the request to 
exclude the property from 
the 5-acre rninimum which
Sidney Silver Threads 
'S^iJn Review
Week Mar. 19-25
Monday 'through Friday: 
9 a.m. - centre open, cards, 
library, billiards, morning 
coffee, afternoon tea.
Monday: 10 a.m. - Dance 
for Fun, Billiards, Quilting, 
Decorator Paints; noon, 
lunch; 1:30 - Ceramics; 
1:30, Swim Club; 2, Films; 
7:30, Bingo.
Tuesday: 9:30, lapidary 
10, Screnaders Parcticc, 
11:.30, Pearson College; 
Painting; noon. Lunch; 1, 
Whist, Crochet, Lapidary, 





Dinner; 1. Mah-.Iongg, 
Discussion Group with




A rct|iie.st hy Kenneth D. 
Dttrrad of Shoreaeres Rest 
Home to allow construction 
of it .35-tmit npnrttnent 
btiilding on the site of the 
presetil riiird Street rest 
home was tabled by Sidney 
cotincil at the regular 
meeting Monday night. It 
will remain tabled until 
sttch time as the revised 
comtminity plitn has been 
I'inislied.
In a letter to council Mr. 
Durrad said that as a result 
of continued efforts and 
rcsearcii lie liiid determined 
that an institutiottal use of 
bis i>ioperty was pot a 
viable operation in atiy 
form,
,1 “It is proposed to 
coiistiiict a 35-unit apar­
tment building comprisihg a 
mi.xtiire of bachelor, one 








Thursday; 9:30 Lapidary; 
10, Weaving, Carpet 
Bowling; noon. Lunch; 1, 
Bridge; 1:30, Dressmaking; 
7, crib.
Friday: 10, Beakwork, 
Keep Fit, Senior Ceramics, 
Quliting; noon. Lunch; 1, 
Creative Writing; 1:30, 
Silver “T” Bells practice. 
Stretch and Sew; 2, Jacko; 
7, Evening Cards.
Saturday and Sunday: 
open for drop-ins; 1 to 4 
p.m.
Trip tickets on sale: Apr. 
3, Provincial Museum, 
Saanich Branch for lunch; 
Apr. 12, Waddling Dog for 
lunch atid Swan Lake; Apr. 
26, Butcbarls Gardens. 
Deposits tiovv for June 17- 
23 to Johnson Canyon.
Income Tax Assi.stancc 
available. Phone 656-5537. 




was, he said, zoned R-2 in 
1975.
“It is a reasonable 
request”. Aid. MacFarlane 
advised his committee, 
“and was bound to come 
sooner or later. I know Aid. 
Lazarz is having problems 
with breeding his mink 
Rowings to street Ijghting in : 
the adjoining subdivision 
which has changed their 
breeding cycle. The fact 
that he is an alderman is not 
relevant.”
Aid. Dave Hill enquired 
as to what effect sub­
division of this property 
would have on the planned 
staging of development. He 
was assured by the sewer 
committee chairman. Aid. 
Earle Tabor that the 
potential of this and other 
similar properties had been 
taken into account.
“This,” Aid. Tabor said, 
“is a normal in-fill ap­
plication, the same as any 
that could come from 
Brentwood or other areas. 
Aldermen are still entitled 
to the same treat ment as 
anyone else.”
Aid. Dick Sharpe said 
that the ravine property 
that would automatically be 
taken over by the 
municipality would not be a 
play park for children but 
would remain in its natural 
state. It joins with the 
“nature park” on the 
former May property.
The requests were 
unanimously accepteii for 
rccommendat ion to 
Council.
Fri., Mar. 16 to Thurs,, Mar, 22
SHRIMP AND scallop VOL "AU" VENT 
~ CMEF'&SOUP OF THE DAY 
WADDLING DOG SALAD 
[CHOICE OF DRESSING]
ROAST LOIN OF PORK 
WITH APPLESAUCE 





The Waddling Dog Has Something For Everyone
’FiiieFood ’Viiiing’Ttgom
SERVING SUPERB' BRITISH CUISINE





BRITISH PIANO & DANCING , 
EVERY FRI DAY. 4 SATURDAY EVENING
FAMILY BUFFET 
LUNCH & DINNER DAILY 
SUNDAY FROM 5 P.M.
• COFFEE SHOP 
OPEN 9 TO 9 DAILY
AMI'.KICAN I'XI’RUSS • MASTBHClIARGi; • CMAROliX
PATRICIA BAY HIGHWAY AT 





• INTEREST PAID ON 
MATURITY




The Saanich Pioneer 
SuuLiy nill meet al ibi Lug 
Cabin, Saiinicliion, on 
Monday, March 19, al eight 
o’clock. The society is 
pleased to have the revised 
edition of (lie book 
“History of the North and 
South Saanich Pioneers”, 
by the late Victor E. Virgin 
for sale.




Roytl Otk Rtiinch 




lirnntwoocl n«y Branch 
n03 Wasl Saanicli Read 
tnintiiionfl 652-11 Ifl
Quadra Branch
.rjio Ouuuiii Uiiuui 
Toiftphone47tlKU7
Cadboro Bay BranchI
afl'o Oadrmrn Hay Rnad 
Talcphona 47713505
MivHiMaaMiHai
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Drab And Shoddy — That’s Moscow, Says Central Saanich Chief
By Pat Murphy 
A pervading feeling of 
irabness, even shoddiness, 
:omtyned with a willingness 
oji^the part of people, 
mas’^s of people, to be told 
whei^ to go and what to do. 
This 5 was the overriding 
itnprpsion brought back 
froni Russia by Central 
Saanich Police Chief Bob 
Miles after a week’s visit.
“Granted we were not 
there for very long,” the 
Chief said, “but we came 
back with the basic feeling 
that there was no real pride 
in' Moscow and Leningrad 
in keeping things up.”
“Peoples’ clothing 
se'emed slovenly — warm 
and enough of it but 
slovenly. And in the hotels, 
cracked basins and urinals 
and a generally run-down, 
Ineglected air.” 
j And the attitude of the 
people they met, the Chief 
Isaid, was in tune with the 
jsurroundings. With some 
joutstanding exceptions, 
they did what they had to 
apd no more. There was 
little or no enthusiasm for 
their work.
With his wife, Dolores, 
Chief Miles and another 
couple were told, on short 
notice, that they would be 
part of an Aeroflot tour 
party to visit Moscow and 
Leningrad. Their tour was 
conducted, the chief said — 
very much so — by 
Intourist guides but they 
did get time to themselves 
and they were allowed to go 
put alone.
And they were able to get
the feeling of the cities and 
the people around them.
On one evening they 
attended the Bolshoi Ballet 
— “truly magnificent,” 
Miles said, and at in­
termission time, it was as 
though the whole audience 
was suddenly in motion.
“roaring up high-speed 
elevators to the refreshment 
bar and back down again 
when the ballet resumed.”
Almost in unison. Miles 
said.
And, at the end of the 
performance, lined up eight 
deep to get their coats.
Suddenly, a couple of large, 
burly men elbowed their 
way through the crowd and 
presented their checks. 
They got their garments. 
Looking at his companion. 
Miles did the same. It 
seemed to be the way — 
bully through.
And, at the same time, a 
complete acceptance of 
discipline. For no apparent 
reason a small woman 
strung a rope across the exit 
doorway. Everybody 
stopped — dead — and 
waited for a few moments 
until she lifted the frail 
barrier. No questions — 
just general acquiescence.
And in Red Square and 
on the streets — a whistle 
blew, police motioned and 
people obeyed.
“If we, as policemen, 
asked people here to do the 
same sort of thing that they 
seem to willingly accept in 
Moscow,” said Miles, “we 
would get the old finger 
signal — and no mistake.”
They watched cars 
driving out of the Kremlin. 
You could tell, they were 
told by their guide, how 
important the official was 
by the size of his car and the 
way it was driven.
If a big car, bigger than a 
Cadillac, roared out of the 
Kremlin at 60 miles an 
hour, its windows shrouded 
and with police blowing 
whistles and clearing a way 
for it — you could be sure 
the Red official was an 
important one. If, on the
other hand, a smaller car 
emerged at a slower speed, 
the official was, 
correspondingly, of less 
importance.
The black market is alive 
and well in Russia, the 
visitor reported. Time and 
again they were offered 
roubles at four for a U.S. 
$1 when the official rate 
was something like one 
rouble for $1.80 Canadian.
Miles, who got back just 
a week ago, recalled the 
drive from the airport at 
which they arrived to 
Moscow. Along the route, 
he said, were houses, some 
of logs, some of them not 
more than shacks by our 
reckoning. They were told 
that they were the 
residences associated with a 
collective farm. On such 
farms machinery, fertilizer 
and seed was supplied and 
all else was supported by 
farm profits.
On state farms, by 
contrast, workers were 
housed in 15-20 storey 
highrises. On such farms 
everything was supplied by 
the state.
Women’s liberation in 
Russia has advanced to 
such a state that gangs of
women were to be seen in 
the early morning, peeling 
inches of ice off the streets 
with picks.
Asked why and if the 
women wanted to do this 
work, the guide replied: 
“Of course they like it — 
they like the fresh air.”
The line of demarcation 
between tow'ii and country 
is sharply drawn, Miles 
said. Moscow is a sea of 
highrise buildings. 
Everybody — but 
everybody — lives in 
apartments. There are few 
if any single-family 
dwellings in that 
metropolis.
Shopping is an ordeal in 
Moscow. First you must 
line up to get into the store 
and then choose your ar­
ticle, remember its exact 
price and line up at a 
cashier’s booth to make 
payment and get a slip. 
Then line up to take the slip 
back to the clerk and get 
your article wrapped. All 
very time consuming and 
cumbersome.
To crown their ex­
perience they went to a 
restaurant in Moscow on 
Mrs. Miles’ birthday. While 
they were waiting another
Canadian tour party came 
in and, believe it or not, a 
friend appeared — from 
Brentwood.
“By the way,” the friend 
said, “your neice is just out 
there. Bob.”
“It was crazy — but there 
she was,” Miles said. “I 
went up behind her, put my 
arms around her and said: 
‘Have you got a kiss for 
your dirty, old uncle.' 
Crazy.”
hotel Sidney




HOT ROAST BEEF, HAM 
ANDTURKEY,
PLUS SEA FOOD AND 
SALADS
DESSERT WITH COFFEE OR TEA
Only $8.50
Monday - Friday Hot Lunch Special 
$2.95
ENTERTAINMENT 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday & Saturday 
Evenings — 8-12 p.m.
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383.8$1S













A simple and convenient 
way to save on taxes is to 
add “Ltd.” or “Inc.” to 
the name of an unin­
corporated business.
There are advantages but 
there are also some 
disadvantages. Let’s take a 
look at them.
First, the advantages:
On the positive side there
mm
REPAIR SERVICE, MOST MAKES
Frig’s; Stoves; Washers; Dryers; 
and some Small Appliances




7\74 W. SAAWICH ROAD
Brentwood 652-1934
(opposite the Post Office)
NOW OPEN
Days a Week (9-5 p.m.)
For all your family, 
Gifts - featuring 
Garden and Indoor Elves, 
finished Ceramics and 
Macramc Hangers, Plants 
and Handcrafts.
GOOD MARCH IS, 16,17lh 
Complimentary 5” 
Ceramic Gnome with 
:purchase over $15.00.
Drop In i5 Browse
is the potential for both tax 
deferral and tax savings. 
One important tax saving 
results from dividing,
business income among' 
family members but we’ll 
deal with this a little later 
and concentrate first on 
deferral.
Deferral means a tax­
payer can defer tax by 
including business income 
in a corporation rather than 
directly in his own hands 
when the personal marginal 
rate of tax exceeds the 
corporate rate.
The first level of cor­
porate tax in British 
Columbia is 27 per cent (22 
per cent for manufacturing 
and processing businesses) 
compared with an in- 
dividuaf tax of up to 62 per 
'bent.
Corporate-qualifying 
income up to $150,000 per 
year is taxed at the reduced 
rate up to a lifetime 
aggregate of $750,000. 
Where the reduced rate is 
not available the corporate 
rate in B.C. is 51 per cent, 
reduced to 45 per cent for 
manufacturing and 
processing.
A B.C. businessman 
would defer tax for income
over his taxable income 
level of $4,563 (1978) if the 
income qualifies for the 
reduced corporate rate of 
27 per cent. At a 51 per cent 
corporate rate he would 
defer tax at his taxable 
income over $36,504 (1978).
Starting in 1979 the 
qualifying income for the 
reduced corporate rate is to 
be restricted. Also, the 
federal budget handed 
down November 16, 1978 
indicated specific business 
that will qualify and in­




corporations not having 
limited liability, such as 
doctors,4awyers, dentists.
(2) Personal service 
corporations formed by 
executives; athletes, en­
tertainers, consultants and 
the like (or by family 
members) which do not 





ministrative services to 
related businesses.
(4) Investment income 
from property investments
such as mortgages.
On the subject of tax 
savings:
In an unincorporated 
company, income tax rules 
make it difficult to include 
the income of the business 
in the hands of a spouse.
But in a corporation, a 
tax savings results if you 
split the business income 
among family members.
Often, both spouses may 
be equals as employees of 
the corporation and share 
in the income as salary. 
And total taxes are usually 
substantially reduced if the 
income is split between two 
or more family members.
Forexamplet^r^^^^^^^^^^^
A family in 1978, with
business earnings of 
$25,000 before, tax, and 
which is split as salaries 
between both spouses, 
would mean a reduction of 
total tax from $6,400 to 
$4,300.
Also, the after-tax 
earnings of the corporation 
may be split between family 
members to further reduce 
the tax impact. Simply a tax 
savings of between seven 
per cent and 13 per cent is 
available on business in­
come when that income is 
taxed at the corporate- 
reduced rate (27 per cent) 
and distributed as 
dividends.
Other family members 
(apart from spouses) would
increase this advantage 
because of the income­
splitting potential on the 
flow-through of the 
dividends.
A disadvantage:
Corporate losses can’t be 
used to offset an in­
dividual’s other income. On 
the other hand, if the 
business were unin­
corporated, they could be. 
Simple as that.
Even simpler: the cost of 
incorporating and 
operating a corporation is 
too much unless you’re big 
enough.
You have to be 
dedicated, big enough and 
keep enough to make the 
effort pay. :





Boy’s Blazeis, 2-14 yts. 
Leisure & 3 Piece Suits






Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE
: ' 'HOURSfi
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS , FRI; 8:30 9:001
■ ■■■■• ■
WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PENINSULA FpR 15 YEARS SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
MAPLEWOOD FRESH URGE SIZE 
"U” GRADE Thur. Fri. Sat. Only




BARON OF BEEF LB.
When a motion to 
authorize the Central 
Saanich public works 
department to proceed 
immediately with a package 
of six projects failed for 
want of a .seconder at 
Monday night’s committee 
meetings, the public works 
chairman, Aid. Percy 
Lazarz, enquired of his 
colleagues “Well, what 
other proposals do you 
have?”
Aid. Lazarz was quickly 
informed by Aid. 
MncFatIunc that it was the 
consiruclion of a cement 
sidewalk costing $14,900 
across the frontage of 
Centennial Park on Wallace 
Drive between Sicily’s .X 
Road nnd Prosser that was 
objected to. MacFarlunc’s 
mostlon lo exclude this
project but substitute gravel 
for cement won immediate 
secondment.
Aid. MacFarlane said he 
thought cement was proper 
within subdivisions and that 
compacted gravel was 
.satisfactory in rural arcus 
outside.
GRADE A BONELESS
TOP ROUND STEAK LB.>2“
GRADE A
SIRLOIN TIP STEAK LB. >2“
Aid, Tabor spoke against 
the motion — While the 
Ralcpaycrs Associulion, he 
said, was against the cement 
sidewalk there was another 
group who supported it, 
“Docs council”, he asked, 
“just listen to the group 






TOWN OF SIDNEY COURT OF REVISION 
FRONTAGE TAX SUPPLEMENTAL 
ASSESSMENT ROLL
TAKE NOTICE that a Court of Revision will be held on the THIRD DAY OF 
APRIL, 1979 at 4:00 p.m., in the Council Chambers, Town Hall, 2440 Sidney 
Avenue, Sidney, B.C,, under the authority of Section 419 of the Municipal Act.
Tlic project. Aid. Tabor 
argued, had been approved 
after tm.ch debate lit last 
year’s budget nnd this 
approval should still stand.
Aid. Sharpe said that he 
was opposed last year and is 
.still oppo.scd, “There is no 
reason in God’s green 
earth,” he said, “to build 











FRENCH FRIES 2 LB. C74; BAG 0/
McCAIN
PEAS & CARROTS 2 lb. 77*
McCAIN














Beef, chicken ^25 OZ. / tins
69
CAT FOOD
7 oz. 2 pK.99*
79*
FRENCH MAID * ,
DISH DETERGENT 64 OZ.U’’^
HEINZ TOMATO SOUP 10 oz. 5tins*F® ISLAND FARM ICE CREAM
LITRE
$1S9
THE COURT OF REVISION sltnll hear complaints and may review nnd correct the 
FroniagcTaxSupplcmcninl Assessment Roll as to:
(a) the names of the owners of parcels of land;
(b) the actual foot-frontage of the parcels;
(c) the taxable fooi-fronlagc of the parcels.
The I romugc Tax Supplcincntol Assessment Roll shall be open lo inspection at the 
above location between the hours of 9:(X) n.m., and 4:00 p.m,, Monday to Friday 
from the date of this notice until Ihc silling of the Court,
Aid. Tabor wondered 
whether there was a counter 
petition in procc.ss for a 
cement sidewalk. Aid. 
Lazarz. said that while he 
favored and recommended 
the more permanent centent 
sidewalk, he would be 
bound by the democratic 
principle of majority rule.
No complaints shall be heard by the Court of Revision unless each complaint has 
been given in writing and delivered to Ihc Town Hall at least forty-eight (48) hours
prior to the sittiag of the Cumt as,'.liwv,'ll above.
Dated at Sidney, B.C., this 9th Day of March, 1979.
above only AEIM.1ES TO THOSE 




Aid. MacFarlane said he 
'was still opposed to this 
sidewalk being cement.
“Thr-r^* are” he TUtid,
"many walkways required 
in Ccniiul Saanich. How 
can gravel be placed for 
school children, apd 
Victoria City style cement 






CREAM CORN 14 0Z.Z//SI
SUNLIGHT 6 LITRE BOX ....
POWDER DETERGENT *2'”'
NAU.EY NATURAL
POTATO CHIPS 14 OZ. BAG?1 49
NALLY
CHIU CON CARNE 28 0Z.
SCOTT
PAPER TOWELS 2 ROLLS 99*
TULIP
LUNCHEON MEAT 12 oz. 99t
HUNT 7 oz.
TOMATO PASTE 3 TINS
ARDMONA IN PEAR JUICE





TOILET TISSUE 4 ROLLS 99*
28 oz.
CREAM OF WHEAT BOX 69*
YORK IN TOMATO SAUCE 
SPAGHEHl 28 0ZTIN
NABOB 4 OZ,
INSTANT PUDDING 4 PK.
00
KADANA GREEN LABEL 
TEA BAGS lOO's 69
NABOB











$J77 CWREMONT POULTRY GRADE A
FRESH EGGS - PEEWEE















TREES PALLED, spaced, cleored. 
Firewood delivered. $45 cord. 656- 
6877. 4-tf
CARPENTER SEEKS work o( oil kinds, 
additions, alterations, sundecks. For 
tree estimate phone 656-6487. 6-t.f.
LEO LODERS DUTCH GARDNER and 
Landscaper ogain ovailoble for 
Sidney and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. 656-3297. 6-t.l.
CARPENTRY and Renovations. $7.00 
hour. 656-1394. Terry. 8-4
STEVES ROTOVATING, levelling and 
latidscoplng. 656-1397. 10-2
MOST PHASES of gardening and 
landscaping - also garden design. 
Call Charles Vaulrin. 656-1595 after 5 
p.m. ;10-tf
LAWNMOWER AND OUTBOARD 
spring tune-ups. All makes and 
models. Free pick-up and delivery. 
Phone Pal's Service. 656-4244. 11-1
CARDENS TILLED with four foot tiller. 
656-5352. 11-1
PRE-CUT HOMES — "Save 
Thousands". All moterlal supplied 
your plon or ours. 100% financing 
bank rates. Free estimates. Royol 
City Prefob. phono 939-9281, 524 





HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR 
seeking employment. Will relocate 
anywhere in B.C. Experience on 
mostly grodor, dozer and iaader. 
Phone 395-2175. 100 Milo House, 
B.C., Box 1916. V0K 2E0. 11-1
SELF WilllTES
STUDENTS earn up to $2200 during 
1979 with part time, holiday and 
summer employment. Interesting 
and challenging activities (also 
vacancies in military band). 
Qualifications: Canadian Citizen. 
plysicoMy fit. must be 17 by Dec. 13, 
1979. For Information contact 5 (B.C.) 
Field Battery R.C.A. Tuesdoy ond 
Thursday evenings between 7:45 
p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Phone3^-3552 or. 
come to Room 213 Bay Street 
Armoury. Victoria. 10-2
DAFFODIL PICKERS, need for March 
harvest. Register now at 205-3400 
Douglas St. Victoria. 382-4274. 10-4
m NATIONAL; n - ; financial:' : :
' INSTITUTION : ' : ; 
Requires a ' local 
starting
salary $1300 monthly, and 
up. Extensive training 
programme. Over 25 years 







WANTED aEANlNC LADY, two days 
a week. 656-5443. 11-1
HAVE SHOVEL will dig. Enterprising 
poir will undertake most any task. 
Let us help get your garden in shape 
for summer. 656-1418. 11-1
IN SMITKERS requires experienced 
ports person. Salary commensurate 
with experience. Send complete 
resume to: Ports Manogor, O'Noill's 
Chev-Olds. Box 190 Smithors, B.C. 
11-1
DAWSON CITY — RETAIL STORE: 
Grocery. Hardware, Etc. Volume 
$650,000; also 3 bedroom house. 
Details write "Yukon". 2500 - 1177 W. 
Hastings St.. Vancouver, B.C. or 




Leasing for Retail Sales, 
Office and Commercial, 
ground floor areas. 
SAANICHTON
400 sq. ft............... $267 P.M.
490 sq. ft...............$350 P.M.
600 sq. ft............ .$400 P.M.
l,500sq. ft. .. ..$750 P.M.
KEATING 
AND VEYANESS 
320 sq. ft. ... .. .$250 P.M.
620 sq. ft.............. $250 P.M.
1,500 sq. ft. ... .$844 P.M.
m%. m
TWO ROCK MAPLE tables and two 
motes chairs: copper pots; pot rock, 
two night tables, maple bunk beds, 
box spring, dresser drawers, red 
desk, child's'/* violin. 656-3871. 11-1
GARAGE SALE, Saturday 10 a.m. - 1 
p.m. Two small sinks, several doors, 
old windows, small plastic flower 
pots. etc. 1448 Lands End Road. 11-1
DISCERNING ADULTS • shop 
screetly by mail. Send $2.00 for our 
latest fully illustrated catalogue of 
marital aids for both ladies and 
gentlemen. Direct action. Marketing 
Inc.. Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver. B.C. V6B3X9. 13-tf
GARAGE SALE, 10305 Gobriolo Piece, 
Saturday, March 17, 10:00a.rn. 11-1
LAW CENTRE -
Mondays 1:45
Appointments only. Phone 656*1247 
tl
OFFICE FURNITURE - as new desks, 
chairs, steno choirs, legal file 
cobinet; also stainless steel tables. 
See weekdays at 2079 Amelia 
Avenue, Sidney. Il-I
ELECTROLUX shampooer. May bo 
seen at 9932 Fifth St., Sidney, 11-1
SX190 ELEVEN BAND receiver. Now. 
Phone 656-7062. il-1
LARGE VIKING fridge and stove, $200 
forboth. Phone652-1651. 11-1
WICKER BASKETS 
50 % OFF 
all wicker baskets.
SATURDAY ONLY 




plete. os new, $150. Phone 656-7007. 
11-1
NOW WRECKING D7 - 3T. IH 175 
Poworshift IH COF 4070 tandem IH 
560 diesel form tractor. Patrick 
forklift power train components. 
Cariboo Tractor Ports. Box 4268, 
Quesnel, B.C. V2J 3J3. Phone 992- 
5354. n-1
ONE 3M-209 Automatic Copier Serial 
number 100177 - Model 271AA. May 
be viewed at the Central Saanich 
Police Station. Lowest or only tender 
not necessarily accepted. 11-1
SIDNEY 
2nd Floor office 
l.lOOsq. ft. .. . .$350P.M.
DUPLEX LOT 
SEA VIEWS 
Large level double serviced 
lot in Brentwood. 1115 
Stelly’s X Road. Suitable 
for strata title duplex or 
large home. ML. $28,500. 
Frank Csinos 652-3202 - 
388-6275 Pager 2826. 
SEABOARD 
PROPERTIES LTD.
HARDWARE BUILDING supply and 
Furniture store. Modern facilities, 
ideal location, well established. 
Write: Box 2320, Salmon Arm. B.C. 
V0E2T0; • no
RADIO SH ACK ASC, Hitachi . Zenith; 
tapes, records etc. 30% Increase; 
yearly; Mr. Mike's Steokhouse. High 
volume business in new moll. Box 
407, Burns Lake, B'C. VOJ lEO; 11-1
BRAND NEW METAL newstands, 
never used, set up for 15 cents but 
can bo changed. Idea) for community 
newspapers. We have 19 of these 
newstands for sole for $1700.00 or 
$100.00 each. Write Times Printing 
and Publishing, 1422 Pemberton 
Ave., North Vancouver, V7P2S1 or 
phone 980-7531 days, evenings 922- 
7761. n-tf
DAY OLD Ducklings and Goslings for 
sole. Phone 298-4168 or 465-4691. Or 
.write 5249 Regent St.. Burnaby. B.C. 
V5C4H4. 11-2
AMERICAN PIT BULL TERRIER pups, 
brindets and whites. Write Box 1374, 
Vonderhoof, B.C. VOJ 3A0 or phone 
567-2575. 11-1
YATES 91 PLANER roller bearing 
complete with pineapple feed table, 
trim-sows, blower and one nigger. In 
excellent condition. Phone (403) 633- 
5563. 11-1
REEL TYPE mower. Good condition. 
$85: Phone 656-2368. 11-1
46 BUNDLES cedar shakes; 50 h.p. 
Johnson ond controls. 656-5352. 11-1
THREE RABBITS, two does, one buck 
and cages. Phone 656-1827. 11-1
CHALLENGING SALES POSITION 
available In advertising department 
of Cariboo community newspaper. 
Managerial odvancement possible 
for Tight person. Retail sales ex­
perience and marketing background 
an asset. Send resume in confidence 
to Paulette Ernst, Mgr. * Dir., Cariboo 
Observer, Box 4460, Quesnel, B.C. 
V2J3J3. 8-tf
13 UNIT MOTEL. Site of new bridge in 
Courtenoy. iVoncouver Island. Good 
potential. New ski development. 
Boom area. Owners retiring. Phone 
3s34.4273. 155-17th Street. 11-1
WANTED, reliable babysitter oc­
casional days and oftornoons. 2-5, In 
, my honte. 656-7143. 11-1
CLERK wAnTED for Pro Shop. Typing
ostontial. Ardmoro Golf Courso. 656- 
4621, M-1
REQUIRED) Quality control super­
visor. A permanent position It 
ovailoble In our milling doporlmenl 
lor o Quality Control Supervisor. The 
successlul candidate will hove o 
tlrong background In Quality Control 
In the Cedar lumber Industry and 
hove o valid grading ticket. He will 
bo responsible for quality and 
grading ol lumber from log form lo 
llnititod product os well os com­
pleting How, olllclDncy and quality 
studies. Excellent remuneiollon 
pockoge. Sand written resume to: 
Drew Sawmills Ltd., General 
Delivery, Mnlokwo, B.C. VOE 2J0, II- 
I "
G.M. DEALERSHIP In Smilhors 
requires experienced ports person. 
Salary ' commensurate with ax- 
porlonco. Send complete resume to: 
Ports Manogor, O'Neill's Chev-Olds, 
Box 190, Smilhors, B.C, VOJ 2N0, ll-l
PRESSMAN- An experienced press 
man Is required lo operate and 
service a 4-unlt Community Gois, The 
luccoislul candidal* will be 
rutponsibln lor lupeiVlsIon of other 
personnel. Inventory control, 
operoilon and rnolnlenonce of the 
press, quality conliol ond printing ol 
0 weekly ond dolly newspaper, 
Salary tonimensurol* with ex- 
porlencn. Send resume to: Mr. T, 
Sellors, Yukon News-Noilhern 
Times, 211 Wood Rl., Whitehorse, 
Yukon V1A2E4 l|.J
COMMERCIAL PRINTING Salesper­
son, Knowledge ol esllmo|lno.
I''
spocificotiuns, ordering, toosonuble 
experience ol graphics Industry 
prelerted, Slluollcm Is ol mir Com* 
pbell River oil Ire. Pitone Ivon Gordon 
207-7464, 11-2
HUMMEL FIGURES and Plocques. 
Royal Doullon figurines ond Toby 
Jugs, Swords, Bayonets, Medols, 
Badges: early Military clothing. 383- 
0405,'and 386-0911. 11-4
GOOD USED RECORDS, especially old 
45s lor personal collection. 474-1071 
around supper lime. 29-11
RIDE REQUIRED Deep Cove VIctorlo, 
April 1st, Phone 388-9297. 10-2
ATTENTION LOGGERS. Alder slosh, , 
mopio sow-logs wonted. F.O.B, any 
B.C. Salt water dump. Coll Jocobson- 
Phillips collect684.6236. t-TS
EARTHWORM GROWERS. Start your 
own business by raising Earthworms. 
This Is vory prolltoblo business. Write 
or phone Bolt Born, R.R. 2, Creonhill 
Dr., Ladysmith. B.C. VOR 2E0. Phone 
112Q45-7742, 10-4
ASHLEY WOOD heater with Ther­
mostatically controlled ton, $350; 
neW; price $675:00; Hoover washer 
Olid spin dryer; $60. 656-4256. ’ll-l
SX190 ELEVEN bond receiver, new. 
Phone 656-7062. 11-1
ONE 6 H.P. CHRYSLER dutbbord. 
Excellent condition, $225; five go I. 
tote tank with gas lines ready to go, 
$25; live gol. gas tank without 
equipment, $18; 18 pints Chrysler 
motor oil, $12. Phone656-2009. 11-1
ROCKER SWIVEL CHAIR, $150; 
Belgium snooker bolls and rock, $40; 
13 in. Paragon kiln, $325; boys 10- 
speod bike, $85; "Brother" sewing 
machine and cabinet, $125. 656-.5725.
11-1
1970 CAT D6C - lioo spool winch ■ 
angle blade • ready lor logging • 
Cronbrook ■ $46,500. 1974 D8H winch 
and angle blade with tilts - excellent ■ 
Vancouver - $100,000.1969 988 7yord 
bucket - good rubber • runs good • 
■Voncouvor • $38, 500. 1975 P and H 
rough terrain crone • low hour • 





DIVORCE I 1)00 Pius FdlNG FEES. 
Obloln your unconloitod divorce - 
lost - over the telephone. Our forms 
end typing sorvicos ore lawyer op- 
proved. Coll Sell-Counsel Services 
loll (roe 1l2-B0O-663-a035, Chorgex 
ond Moslorchorgo occeplod. 47-11
MOKTOAOE LOANS promptly 
otrongod -anywhere In B.C. Inloi- 
motion ond relerenc-ns on request. J, 
D. Phillips Capitol Corporation, 10673 
King George Highway, Surrey, B,C. 
V3T m, Phone 5DD 0411 doys or 51)5- 
1603«venlngs, |S.||
S MM, 3/)6 Tempered gloss, $15;
eoch: sliei 46 In, x 6B In, x 70 In. 76 
In, ontl 70 In,; 27 In,, 33 In., and45 In, 
X74'/i, 28 K 76,34 In. x 60 In, 70 In, 76 
In. ond 70 In,, bronie tinted. 34 In, x 
76 In, ond 70 In, 33 In, x 74% In, 
$'J3,50 eath. Good lor lllllng In 
sundecks, polios, etc. Free delivery 
three miles town cenir* Sidney, 9704 
Ihird Si, 656-66:16, 9.4
VARI PIERCEDi slolnlast siriol studs, ' 
Phone 656 5403. |IJ.||
BOY OB Olitt carriers wonted lor 
delivery ol Flyers, MngoHnes and 
Samples -around your area. Must bn 
tellable. f'hona3a5'347l. 11-2
OAROIMin/HANDVMAN on* or two 
doys a week. Ardmore Drive, Phone 
656-4 I05, " IM
MIDDll AGIO mon lo core lor home 
In Gulf Islands, Se|xiraie cotloge, 
Knowledge of hones and gardening 
oisentiol, r derences, Apply Box B,
Sidney Review ^__ 11-3
CUBK -- TRIAs“riR requited lor 
Vllloge ol Pemberlo Duties Involve 
genernl odmlnlstroti 1 nnd ac- 
couritlng work, Pembeitott is on 
ntirocllve growing men, adjocenl to 
mn|or centres, skiing and recreotlon, 
Preferred opplluinii should hove 
previous nctounling experience. 
Previous Municipal experience 
desiroble. Reply In writing iloting 
quollllcailons, experience nnd lolnry 
expected to; Vllinge ol Pemberton, 
Box too, Pemberton, B-C. VON 210. 
ll-l
aOOIT YOUR WARDRONI with a 
iprlpo loihlon custom sown lo your 
tosib, In your lobvorllo loblrc. Coll
iNCOtPORATI I "T) iio ’piur riliNG 
riEt. Incoipnrcile yourself • lost - 
over The telephone, Our forms and 
typing services are lowyei opprnved. 
Coll Sell-Cuuniel Services loll free 
112-000-663-3035. Chorgex nnd 
Mosterchorqe approved, 47-tf
PtPIltNt and Northern Jobs. Earn up 
IP 13,000 per month, leorn t»w 10 
secure these and ether high poylng 
Jobs, Send lung sell wdressvJ 
itnniped envelope Inr further detnlls 
regording Inlet motive labour Morket 
Guide; LMCS-I, Box 7810, Stollon A,
'■ tdmopton, AiW. )5J 30;6._____ _J_)-If,
ONI DIEP FRIEZI, '





ATTENTION Machine knllleis. Now In 
Conuda, Ihebeautllul "MlllorYorns", 
somple color cords $1.50. Wholesole. 
Retail, Write Merry knits Crinodn, 765 
S-iWler Rood, Komloops V2D 6H5. 
Phono 579-9737. 11-I
NIW MAIL ORDIN tiNVICI - - 
Hamilton Hops B Gropes Inc,, Wine 
ond Beet Moking Supplies, 464A 
Burnside Rood (El. VIctorlo VST 3X2 
Send lor Free Price Lilt, 11-3
lAVI MONBY with rmnlt Oil 
Cleoners. Automotive, Marine, 
Agricultural, Heavy-duty, For In- 
fu------liw;- cut-luil. buug --lusu-i,
2225 Coquitlom Ave,, P-sf) Coi)ulilam, 
B.C, Oiiwlet; ln«;|uitles Invited, 1).)
ROYAL AIRERT CHINA Blossom
Time. r'raift# Ruse, Silv-w 8lrt.h, Tea 
RntSi, Memory Inn* Moll nrden 
occepled, Ralph Oslund Jewellers, 
309 Main Street, Penllctan, B.C, V2A 
S«7, IM
CHICKS - Brown ogg layers, while 
leghorns, white Rocks. Ordor early - 
ship onywhuro, Noplor Chick Solos 
674-3.216lh St., Box 59, Mllnor, B.C, 
'mXTTO, 534-722? . 6-it
mm EVENTS
BINOUt K ol P Hall, Sidney ovory 
Thurtdoy B p.tn. Everybody wolcoine
50
THE SIERRA CLUB Is sponsoring 
slide show ’'Wlldlllo - B.C.'s PiTcoloss 
Horllogo." ol the Newcombo 
Auditorium, Ihursdrjy, March 29 ol 
8;00 p.m. Admission, $2,50, Students 
ondO,A,P. $2,00, 11
SAVI THI CHILDREN FUND Flea 
Mnrkut stall, Sanscha Hall,. March 
TB, Grnnd solecllon, ||
GARDEN CLUB MEETING, March 19 
1979, 7:30 p.m. at Maigoiol Voughon 
Birch Hall, 4lh St., Sidney. Illusliolod 
discussion on Rock nnd Alpine 





CoHuihiblos 3id Annual -Spring 
Antique Fair, Apill6, 7, B, 1979,115 
Esqulmolt Rood, Curling Rink, Vic 
loilo, B,C,, Esquimoll Spoils Centre 
ITIdtiy 6 - 10 p.m.I Saturday 10 o,m 
10 p.m, Sunday 10 o.m, • 4 p.m. Over 
50 tlooleri represenllng Voncouvor 
Istond, The lower Molnlond ond 
Woslilnglon Slolo, Admission $1 ,(X). 
11-1
THE VICTORIA SPORTS PISHING
Expedlllon, June IS and 16, Curling 
Rink, Fishing Guides, Manuloc 
lurers, Morlnas and Relollei s Inquir 
about booth and bulk spoce, Phnne 
3II5-WDI. II
NEXT SCUBA DIVING COURSE Mar 
26, ConlocI Rlinpoe Divers, 91,118 • 5lh 
SMeel.5liW.6!i6'63l3. II




Two Anglican Church Funds Boosted
LUCRATIVE SPOkHNG GOODS 
business in Ihe Sunny Okanogan. 
With or without building. Reosonobly 
priced. Phone 495-7427 evenings. 
Write Box 192, Osoyoos. B.C. VOH
LEGAL AID Clinic, 
p.tn. lo 4:30 p.m.' PEESONES
ABT83 S E.V.’s
EAR PIERCING. Stainless sleol studs.
656*5403. 6*t.f.
1974 H-D*HAYES Logging truck. 
Peerless log trailer, electric scales, 
350 engine, 12-5*13 trans,, 44 roars, 
good rubber, most components new. 
Phono 295.7407 or 295*3383 after 6 
m. n-l
CAR WAXING
WINTER IS COMING. 
PREPARE YOUR 
CAR!!!
We Power Buff with the 
wax of your choice.
Imports & Compacts 
from $22.50; Inter­
mediates from $25.00; 
Full size from $27.50.





MRS. MADELLA^piritual reader ond 
adviser. Polm and Rarot cord 
reading. She will help you with your 
problems in business, health, love 
affairs, sickness, where others hove 
failed. Special reoding by mail with 
free monthly horoscope. Send $10.00, 
dote of birth, and year, to: Mrs. 
Modolla, P„0. Box 69784, Station "K". 
Vancouver, B.C. V5K4Y7. Phone 251- 
3697. 9*2
NEED A DIVORCE? For free in­
formation and profossinot. fost. 
inexpensive iowyer-designed ser­
vices. contact: Voncouver Divorce 
Service, - 1734 West Broodwoy, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J IY1. Phorw 736- 
‘2684. 9-2
"THE PEOPLES of the earth, of 
whotever race or religion, derive 
their inspiration from one heavenly 
source and are the subjects of one 
God".
Baha'ulloH 




H6ME eiEVIGES I. 
EgUlFMlUT m S^LE
RUBBAGE. GARBAGE hauled. 
Basements and clean-up jobs. 656- 
1784. 46-!f
THE FAMILY OFthe fate Ken Morrison 
wish to express their grateful op- 
preciotion to all for their loving 
support and assistance during our 
recent bereovement. Special thanks 
to Dr. Moffoot and Brown and ail the 
nursing staff at Saanich, Peninsula 
Hospital for their care and con­
sideration. Thanks to Rev. Sansom 
for his comforting words and sterff 
Sgt. G. Whlttacker and members of 
the Sidney R.C.M.P. for the Guard of 
Honour. To friends, neighbours and 
everyone who sent flowers, food, 
cords and memorials our heartfelt 
thonksi-Morcio, Carolyn and Kerri. 
11-1




MANY friends v/ho hove 
us through our recent
1968 950 CAT LOADER — 3 yd.
bucket - good operating condition • 
Vancouver, $32,500. 1970 D6C angle 
blade - free spool winch • ROPS with 
logging guards - very good condition 
Cronbrook, $46,500. 1969 Koehring 
'A yd. Excavator • Cot power - 
excellent - Vancouver, $33,500. 
Phone 438-4025 or 687-2872. 11-1
TO THE 
helped
illnesses by sending cards, visiting us 
in hospital, and olso for tran­
sportation to and from the hospital, 
we wish to express our sincere 
thanks to Dr. Moffoot and Dr. 
Groves, nurses and staff at Soonich 
Peninsula Hospital for wonderful 
core and kindness:-Reg and Marge 
Mumford. ll-l
FOR ALL YOUR 








Beautiful 3 or 4 bedroom 
family home on one half 
acre. Stone fireplace, eating 
area in the kitchen, huge 
deck, double carport, 
double windows, etc. MLS. 
Asking $82,000.
CLOSE-IN 
Two bdrm. no-step home 
only a couple of blocks off 
Beacon Ave. Workshop, 
dining room, oil furnace. 
Neat and tidy throughout. 
MLS. Now priced at 
$42,500.
EAST SAANICH RD.
If you are looking for a 
character home on just 
under .6 acre then we have 
the answer. Two bedrooms 
up, living room with stone 
fireplace, hardwood floors, 
seaviews plus seclusion. 
MLS. $64,900.
SIDNEY WATERFRONT 
Older 3 bdrm. bungalow 
just 2 blocks off Beacon 
Ave. Fireplace in living 
room, oil stove for heat. 
Easy access to the beach. 
Concrete seawall. New 
listing $53,500.
$39,900 
Immaculate 3 bdrm. 
bungalow close to Beacon 
Ave., fireplace in living 
room. Electric heat, 75x110 
lot with lane access in the 
rear. Vacant. M.L.S.
The organ funds of the 
two Anglican churches of 
Sidney and North Saanich 
are to be boosted by 
contributions from the 
parish Men’s Club of $50 
each, and $100 worth of 
new prayer books will be 
provided for St. Andrew’s 
Church it was decided at the 
Club’s meeting on March 8. 
At that time it was made a 
definite policy to extend 
help to both churches 
equally in future.
After breakfast and a 
short business meeting Mr. 
Syd Penny resumed the 
story of his life, begun at 
the February meeting. He 
told of being sent to 
Holland late in 1918 with 
Col. Henry Birks and Col. 
Hume Blake as a com­
mission to locate and assist 
Canadian P.o.W.’s there. 
After the armistice he was 
sent to Rhyl in Wales for 
demobilisation, where he 
met Col. Foster who was to
FOR SALE — Dominion Colchester 
Metal Lothe with all attachments, 
$4750. SOO-amp. Westinghouse 
Welder, complete with leads, $750. 
1965 Baracuda, real nice, $2150. Call 
112-604-792-2146 Chilliwack. B.C. 11 •
MR. AND MRS. SIDNEY LARGE of 
Yorkton, Sask., wish to thank the 
many friends of their, daughter, 
Morcio Morrison for their kindness 
during the recent loss of herhusbond, 
Ken. IM
DICK GOLDAMMER DEStGNt. 
Specialty Housing. Makes and co­
ordinates Development Proposals. 
Presentations, Government ^sub­
missions and negotlotions. Per­
sonally serves any place with air­
strip. Cali (604 ) 929-4652, North 
Voncouver. , , ll-l
SECOND INCOME opportunity. Earn 
$300,00 to $2,000.00 monthly in your 
spore time. We work closely together 
with you all the way to help you 
roach your goals. Letters with pone 
number to Box 2561, Sidney, B.C. V6l 
4B9. IM
OUR SINCERE THANKS to everyone in 
Sidney for the kindness shown to us 
in the passing our beloved "son" and 
"brother"." To Rev.! Sansom for his . 
comforting words, the R.C.M.P. for 
the Guard of Mono^jTx'to Betty Crooks 
of Victoria for hertkind words, and 
ien and Edna Bland, Lynn and Ron ; 
Gardner, Laurel and Colleen Condy 
our deepest thanks. ; Clarence and 
Hilda Morrison, Marion Brown, 
Shoron Corrlneou: Brooks. Aito. 11-1 
RESPECTABLE MAN, 31. would Tike to 
meet marriage and family oriented 
woman. Send photogroph and 
descriptive letter to: P.O. Box 3246 
Komloops, B.C. V2B7K5. IM
PRIVATE SALE — Auto Wrecking, 
Towing. Car Sales on Highway 97. 
Large turnover. Will take H.D. 
Equipment or property part payment. 
Box 252, Williams Lake Tribune, 188 
N. 1storphono‘112-392*473a. 11-2
IN-STORE BAKERY. In Kamloops 
Shopping Mall. For further in- 
formation phone 112-573-3470. 11*1
FOR SALE -- Privoto Bokoshop in 
Powell River Plazo, B.C. "The Only 
One" — "Top Location" -- "Top 
Condition". Gross expect, $100,000. 
Asking $50,000 Plus stock. Phono 
483*4390 eves,, daytime 4Q5*6Q14, 11-
VITAMIN DISCOUNTS Introducory
Sale C-500 mg W/Rosehips 100- 
$2.75, E-400 iu mixed tocopheryl 100- 
$5.95, Lecithin 19gr (1200 mg) 100- 
$3.95, Cocoa Butter Skin Creme 4 oz.- 
$3.00, Pure *’E" Skin Oil 28,000 iu 1 
oz.-$5.00. Henna Shampoo and Rinse 
0 oz.*$3.00 ea. Orders receive
catalogue, vitamin chart, cosmetic 
list FREE; without order $1.00, Visa, 
MostorCharge accepted, include 
occt, no., expiry dote. B.C. Rofiidonts* 
odd 5% solos tax. $1.00 postage and 
hondling for orders under $10,00, 
Payoblo to Vilamin Discounts, Box 
69337-5, Stn. K., Vancouver, B.C. V5K 





NEED A DIVORCE? For Iroo in­
formation and prolosslonol, lost, 
inoxponsivo lowyor-dosignod sor- 
vices, conUicI; Vancouver Divorce 
Service, No, 8 • WS-t West Broadway, 
Vancouver, B,C, V7J 1Y1, Phono 736- 
3604, 11-1
Owner Will Dorman gives 
personal ailcnlion lo all 
oulcrs. I’hune 656-4754
MRS, JACEA, Spiritual, tarot cord, 
palm reader, Pod, proxoni, luturo, 
buBlno^ti, love, morrloao. If bod luck 
exporloncod write probloint with lull 
dule ol birth ond lend with $10.00 to 
2633 EobI Hodinoi St,, Vancouver, 





wild the Vibrating Brush!
0
COAOMUNITV NEWSPAPER editor I* 
leeklng turol or wolorironi colloae 
on Saanich I’enlniulo, Small and coiy 
Iprolerred, lleaionoble. Sometime 
lioiwoeii now nnd Sept. 1. 474-1071, 
Uujrjtjjr bmo, lO-ti
APPROXIMATELY H, ol dry
BRENTWOOD HARDWARE 
a ATHLETICS LTD,
Tiolalqcir Sqgnre, llionlwrjml 
652.2023
) dl. . I 
dornon tir.x», Clnte lo Sidney. Phono 
656-27 1 2. , 11.1
GARAGE, bant or oulbuTidino with 
lloor, oiiil olocirir.lly nearby. Oulldino 
woisdon tniirtn oviir itoxl Iwoor lbreo 
iriontb*. CnII 657-25:i6 oveninjjn. 11 • I 
OVER tOOSQ. FT. ground door reloll 
»nlo» or dltlce ipcico lor tonl, 
DowrtlowriSidney, Phone 653-3665 
11-1 '
I DOWNTOWN SIDNEY or Victoria,
I ianiMnnlile houdikeoplng room* 
ttvolInbU, 595-33IO. 11-3
IIDNIY MENTALS LTD. 9773-5lhiitte*l 
Sidney 656-5541
tPICIAl ONI WEEK Scuba Diving 
Cauma, March 3(i, Conlritl RImpat 
Olveri. dfllB rillh St., Slrtney, M6- 
6,11$, 1).|
OttP DIVER COURSE, A|xil 10, 
Contact RIrnpoc Divert, 91110 Filth St,,
11-4
ADVANCED DIVER COURSE April 7lh. 
CanloKt Rimi’ioc Dlven, 9Blfl Ft.'lhSt,, 
^ld(v«y 4.V, 4,'II1 ' " lit*Y. __
SIDNiY DAYl”m##llno"io 
Morth 3)»t,, 111 (l;00 p.m
be held 
I wgton
Ijrill- Millt Rqrtd. ^Dawnitnlri). 11-1
PARINII WITHOUT PARTNERS.
Siriiwy eiiiipler No. lua, will meel 
5un(Joy, March IB, 7:30 p.m. ol 
Saonlrh Peniniulo Ouldanto OHire, 
3440 Sidney Ave, (oH notlh poiking
RU.WIAGE, HOME tAWMO, planli, 
Rrentwood United Church, March )7, 10 a.m. Proteedt lo Snonir.h Dlddci Youth Choir Irovel f und. 11-1
SIDNEY 
UENTAISI.TD.
9773 ..5(1) SI. 
6S6-5S4I
Tilt* largest one stop 
nqiiipntcHi Rental Yard on 
tiic Saanich Peninsula.
MIDDLE AGED COUPLE oiler tree rent 
land oleclrltlly, nicely fiirnlihed bed- 
lilllng room with Itlli.ben ar\t> 
Ibaihtciom lociliiiet In return lor 
niornlnq domeillc unci light garden 
[work, Nice houie with gordenloadlng 
to iBti,Sidney. Phone593-6000, IM
[SMALL CAIIN or baiemeni lull# neor
















I ONI lO)( In Sidney, on quiet e:u1 do- 







'2.25 ACRES 'V- 
Striking country bi-levcl 
home with 3 or 4 bedrooms, 
2 bath.s, fireplaces in LR 
and family room. Space t& 
seclusion yet only a few 
minutes from Sidney, 
airport & ferries. $96,500.
BRETHOUR
Renovated 3 bedroom 
liome on 50’,xll8’ lot. LR 
with fireplace - large kil- 
ehcii. Deiaclieil single 
garage. $46,000.
J AMES WHITE BLVD. 
Cheery family home in 
good area. 3 bdrms, j'/i 
baths, Heatilator, F/P in 
living room. Full basement 
with family room. Garage. 
Lot 73x137. $49,500. MLA.
BRADFORD 
Four year old, no-slep 
bungalow. Electric heat. 2 
bilrms, brick F/P, in living 
room. Heated workshop or 
-storage area. $48,000. 
MLS.
EIGHTH STREET 
Electrically heated iTO-sicp 
bungalow with wood siding 
exterior. F/P in living 
room, 2 bdrrns, laundry 
room. Large .storage area. 
$49,m MLS.
JIM JONES 656-4597 
JOHN SALVADOR 
NOTARY PUBLIC
OFFICE SPACE AVAIIABIE Im-
moillaloly In Sidney, luilnble lor 
prolonlonal, Setond lloor ol>ov» 
Toronto Dominion Bank, 656-1141, 4-




2444 Beacon Avo. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154
CENTRAL lAANICH. Reduced to 
$45,000 10 quallly (or morlgng# 
redutiion loon, two • Ihree bedroom 
Townhout* with llreplnr.*, IH both, 
dl*liwo*her, torpotl, boxement with 
ihop, largo don, loimdry rooni. 1051 
mortgage, *13-7675 tott Soonkh 
flood, 653-9941. )0-4
WAIERFRONr FARM, preterobly on 
Oolt al Georgia re an B C; CanxI, 
Require vear-raund xheliered 
moorage, xouthom ewpoiute and 
ample water, Mull bw In extexx of 10 
rv-rrt. pfxtftliftd hyt -..III
conxlder orreogt Ihot Iwx (arm 
pnienilat, Principal deallngi 
piatarred, bonolltl* pilvota buyer. 
Write Box )37, (Wfi.3«7 W, Hoillngx 
1 St Vaii('(..i.-(ir t! r '//,« lltT tt It
4-PlEX In tjeouiltui 5huiwap, 5 milex 
mrt at town. 4 yearx old W-acre 
nicely treed, low taxex. Claxe la 
ichaol, xhapplng. $87,500.00. Bo* 
1133 Salmon Arm, B.C. nr phari# lU3- 
4122 10 2
$30 ACRI RANCH (no dwolltagl. 
Ouihulldingx, eorioli, Hreomi, ftrim# 
fsolldlng Xitel, leridk acceix, pnrwet, 
pliant, Canxidet irtle leporaie )/4
(i). iiv.. 413, iwtkrvu, B.C, r.> (V3'li
(M6-SB37. 11-1
lANGlIY *<- 3 bdrm Townhouxe,
1351 xq, It, lork'Up garage, aeor 
pufk, Newlond* gulf rouixe, 
.urlmir.lng .tiapnlnil X'hftftI*
Immedloie poxiexxion. tow (llilex, 
Mr. Youdx, Bex 176, OuoHtum Seoth, 
•,C.V0I3T0, IM
GUESTSPEAKER
Mr. Lawrence Mofford, 
retired naval officer will be 
the Guest Speaker at a 
luncheon meeting of the 
Royal Commonwealth 
Society to be held at the Art 
Gallery of Greater Victoria 
on Friday, March 16th, at 
noon. Mr. Mofford’s talk 
entitled “The Com- 
mon.wealth-Caribbean’’ 
will be illustrated with 
slides.
become militia commander 
in Vancouver.
On his return to Van­
couver, Syd enquired about 
the possibility of becoming 
a law student, and since he 
lacked two languages, Latin 
and French, a tutor, a 
Cambridge don, was ap­
pointed for him and one 
other man by Veteran’s 
Affairs. Eventually he 
passed the required 
examinations and became 
articled to a law firm for 
$15 per month. He served 
as house-man to an elderly 
lady in Vancouver in ex­
change for board and 
room, and found various 
other expedients to stretch 
his meagre resources. 
Eventually he took a 
military staff course under 
General Pearkes, V.C., and
achieved the po.sition of 
deputy judge advocate 
general.
The speaker was thanked 
by Club President Art 
Freelove, who closed the 
meeting with a brief prayer. 
Berridge Nevile-Smith was 
invited to speak at the 





St. Mary ^sA.C. W.
News in Review 
Recently elected Officers 
for St. Mary’s A.C.W. for 
1979 were; Honorary 
President, Mrs. Futter; 
President, Mrs. Hooker; 
Vice-President, Mrs. Akers; 
Secretary, Mrs. Stanley; 
Treasurer, Mrs. Prokopow; 
Social Services, Mrs. Saint 
and Mrs. Stevens; 
Devotions, Mrs. Jackson, 
Foster Child, Mrs. Sefton; 
Dorcas, Mrs. Lewis; Living 
Message, Mrs. Cooper; 
United Thank Offering, 
Mrs. Bickford, Tea 
Convener, Mrs. Akers.
Dates set for 1979 are:- 
Bake Sale at Hillside Mall 
on April 27, Rummage Sale 
in the Church Hail on May 
5, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. and the 
Fall Bazaar on October 20.
New
2419 Beacon 656-3924
^ • -2317AMHERST;^ ;
:.:;.SSDNEY 
■ ,WAS$53,900 . ;■ .'t 
;‘NOW'''-.
A LOW $49,900 
3 bedroom, no step 
bungalow has three 
bedrooms, fireplace/ 
carport and a good garden 
area. The owner says 
“SELL.” For more in­
formation and an ap­






Immaculate 3 bedroom 
home close lo town centre. 
Partially furnished. 
Beautiful hardwood floors, 
some wall-to-wall carpets. 
Basement has rcc rooni and 
laundry plus a large 4 fool 
crawl space for storage, 
D e t a e h c d g a r a g c, 
hcaulifully land.scapcd lot. 










Largo I'utlor country home 
on H ac. with 4 bedrooms 




Almost 4 acre level, cleared 
land on water and sewer. 




In Ardmore on Seehided, 
l)vcd country lane, this 
woodeil acre for $3(),(X)(). 
MELODY PLACE 
Acre of treed land onI/'
Willis Point. All new 
homes, Melody Price only 
$18,900,
PAT BAY AREA
Aprirox, .4 !ie. on Ts.'iyVnm 
Road. Secinded country 
lane. Warennains, $26,0(X), 
FOR RENT 
675 r(|, n. Office Sp.u 
,<{rofessional, $.310/M. 
UENTINCJ?
We will rent your Itome out




Oldest alpine plant show 
it) the Pacific Northwest, 
the Vancouver Island Rock 
and Alpine Garden Society 
show will be held in St. 
Mary’s Church Hall, 1701 
Elgin Road, Oak Bay, on 




A 79-hectare Class “A” 
provincial park has been 
established on Sproat Lake 
near Port Alberni on 
Vancouver Island Lands, 
Parks and Housing 
Minister James R. Chabot 
announced today.
The new park is located 
mid-way along the north 
shore of Sproat Lake, ten 
kilometres west of Sproat 
Lake Provincial Park and 
some 23 kilometres west of 
Port Alberni via Highway
Em mMi 
FQE ms
The park is to be named 
Taylor Arm Provincial' 
Park which is a feature of 
Sproat Lake just west of the: 
park.
Taylor Arm Park is 
intended primarily for 
group camping purposes 
and will complement and 
help relieve overcrowding at 
nearby Sproat Lake 
Provincial Park
hor-DEEP COVE — Interested 
sebock riding or raising your own 
eggs, check out beautiful private 
easy care acre with 4 year cedar side" 
and shake with.two step into unique 
w-w fireplace, two plus bdrrns, clean 
and cheap electric heat. Double 
carport. Low taxes, city water. Moke 
an offer'on $73,500 after you see. 
656-1324. 11-1
CHOICE SEMI waterffont, 2 bdrrns., 
outbuildings. 10227 West Saanich Rd. 
11-3
CLOSE TO BEACH, small, three 
bdrrns, 10242 Tsaykum (North 
Saanich). 11-3
RETIRE TO THE CALIFORNIA of
Canodo. Charming now homes in the 
sunny Okanogan Valley. Reasonably 
priced. Write Lebert Construction 
Ltd., Box 1056, Oliver, B.C, VOH 1T0. 
11-1
WATERFRONT on Salt Spring Island, 
25 acres ol panoramic view, 10 mins, 
from Deep Cove or % hour drive from 
Fullord Harbour. For more in- 
lormalion. call Bob Mooro, 656-4411. 
11-2
BULKIEY VALLEY MOTEL on Highway 
16 west in Now Hoiollon, 12 units 
and living quarters, Phono B42-5224 
or write Box 177, Now Haiolton, B.C, 
V0J2J0. 11-1
106 BEAUTIFUL TREED acres, southern 
oxposuro, heart ol Bulkloy Valley, 16 
miles oast of Smithors, Tolopliono, 
hydro on property lino, $500.00 per 
acre. 'Agriculturol polonllal, Phono 
B45-5323. Write Box 76, Tolkwo, B.C. 
VOJ 2X0. 11-1
mm
IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF
BRItlSH COLUMBIA 
IN IHL MAKLII or- 
THE "NOTARIES ACT" 
CHAPTER'J66 or THE 
REVISED STATUTES 
OF




APPLICATION FOR ENROLMENT 
HY
DOUGLAS VICTOR DREW
I horoby oppolnl Ihuiiilay, the 15lti 
liny ol Moult, A,t), 1979, at the hour 
111 9:45 o'clock In the lornnoon, or ox 
soon Iheuiollnr ox lounxnl lor the 
n('ipll t tin I nuiy he hoard, hufoiu llt« 
puHldutg Judge in Chonihor#: ol the 
Crjuri Ihoin*’, Voncouvor, llrlllsli 
Culumhui, OS Ihotlrne nnd pluco (or 
iliu Itimring ol the nppllcaiion of 
Douglnx Vltloi Dfow, lo ho onrolhni 
us n Notary Pwhllc pursuant to Iho 
Noluriwx All to proctlso in Hie 
Muriulpollly o( Sidney, In tho 
I’lDvihio nl British Columbin,
I hnioby dliod lltol publiriillon nl 
lltls oppuiiihynuit sliull bu mudii in ti 
ottwspnpor tufuluhnq In the mon 
nnd shall he publishnd once o wouk
lot two tonsncullvo weeki.
Dotod at Voncouver, Brillsh 
Columbia, this 27lh doy ol rohiuory An, 1979.
Toko notlco ol Iho ohove 
iwlnlmonl ond toke nolico Ihol 
support ol the opplitaiion will be 
luud the Allldovlls ol hut-Rolph 
Seymour, fxq,, qml lh« Soctolory ol Iho Srxloly ol Nolotios Pidillr ol 
Btnish Ccilumhio ond such pihet ovlilonfo os Coufitol rnoy dtretri 
nwresstiry,
I.R, SEYMOUR
SciHciioi lor Ihe Applkonl lului y id ihu luw Sm lulyTO tt.i. '.I (I
t>( British Columbia 
Af4t7 TO ThwSrmrdoiy ol theSoilely 
ol Notorlui Public ol Biliu 
Cohnnhia.
Id
OfKMANVI May |3 . June .l, Fully 
•xcotlerl privoto tour. f ronHurt, fnsi 
lutflin, West Berlin, Diestlen, Rhine 
Amlf(.u«,J,t( Tiutsd, 3,T6Y.t
Snulh Frnier Woy, Ablrolslord, B C 
V2S 30, PTion* dSJ-Sltl or 534 7715
..... ........... ■ TT
This Week 
at the
Friday, March 16, 7:00 
p.m. Live theatre The Great 
Canadian Energy Show,* 
Bring the family and enjoy 
a delightful hour of drama. 
Learn about the 
development of the use of 
energy, past, present and 
I'uture as seen from a 
Canadian perspective.
Saturday, March 17, 10 
a.m. Family Workshop 
involves you in Sallsh 
Weaving. A chance to 
participate as a family unit.
imited cnrollTTient. Phone 
387-1358, Two and 7 p.m. 
The Great Canadian Energy 
Show, Live theatre.
Sunday, March 18, 2 







Three new stamps have 
recently been issued at 
Peninsula Post Offices. 
Two of the new stninp.s, 
both 17 cents, carry the 
same designs ns the current 
first-class regular i.ssuc 
stamps: the Houses of 
Parliament and a bas-relief 
portrait of Her Ma.icsty 
Queen Elizabeth II, The 
only change in tlic overall 
appearance of the two is in 
colour, with the crimson of 
the present stamps being 
replaced by green in the new 
issue. Both arc usctl 
principally for domestic 
first-class mail.
TO ASTMI STRESS CLUB 
Lea King of Brcntwoird 
Bay won first place in 
Discovery TonstmistresS
Club's first nnnnni speech
contest on Thursday 
evening, February 22nci. 
The event took place in the- 
Moose Hall, Saanichton. 
Judges admitted lUfficalty: 
in liclccting three tup' 
performers fiom Ihc six! 
parUcipanis. Second and: 
third po.siiions were taken, 
by Myra t.arr.eo and 
Marilyn Lnndcga. 
Toiistmistrcss for the 
evening vyds Joan Elliler< 
Uorcen Waldcrs and 
Sharon Wilson were timers. 
Contest chairman was 
Shirley Monych. I.ca 'kill 
represent Discovery Cluh at 
tlic Council Five Speech 
Contest in April.
ic










Now specializing in 
I finisliing carpentry, 
j cabinets and built-ins.j 
I rumpus rooms, repairs.i 
I additions - no job too! 
I small. I









Renovations - Co'ncrete 
‘Placing - Driveways - 
Patios - Walkways. 
656-3881
Additions
Joinery • Renovotions 
Boot Repair
Top qualify wotkmanship.







H&E STREU LTD. 
DRYWALLING
Boarding, Taping, Spraying, 







By tho hour or by the Job,
McNAMARA 
MASONRY LTD.
AM typos brick ond block work, 
new fireplaces or repair your old 
























, Riifclduullnl, Coit>m«idcil unci 
OoK Cnuiio Conni'iitTlon.














401 DAVID S TREEr 




R»ody:Mlx ComcbIb, Sand-Dcnln, 





Hot Water Heating 














“Big or small 
we will Do them all’




BACK EILUNG ■ LOADIh'O 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 



















25 years experience 
Residential, Commercial 
Industrial
Rewiring, electric heating 
Repairs, Appliance 
Connections 
“No Job Too Small” 
656-5604
Full References 
22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C.







H C. Plumbing 





Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and line Work
Quality 
Workmanship 
For people who care
PHONE 656-2945 





Govornmont certified technician 
with 35 years experience in 












25.10 Boacon Ave,, 
Sidney, B,C,
Wood R ribofgloHsRopair 





OullM.ii.inP, (lull liiiiull Ingiiii,* 
Ri'polf ? lo All Mokov








PACIFIC SQUARE RIGGER INC.
We Uepuir
Sails . Boni Tops - Tarps - Hatch Cover,s - Tent 
TTiiilcis • Llpholfdorv Vinyl,
208-2453 Beacon Ave. 656-6421
TSEHUWl STERNDRIVE
Aiiiliorl/ed Dealer
I AC TORY CEimiTED MECHANIC ON DUTY 
Also OMC »V, Volve Repairs 
' 656-1221
- AI Westport marina




FACTORY authori/j:d repair shop
O.M.C. STERN DRIVE - JOHNSON AND 
LVTNR'UDE .. OUTTIOARDS. MEKC'HUISER 
SI FUN DRIVE.




















Fence Posts, Digging, 50 





COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING R WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 




His Majesty King George 
caught the flu as a result of 
being bareheaded on 
Armistice Day.
Rev. and Mrs. Kelly 
addressed the weekly 
meeting of the Young 
People’s Society Tuesday 
evening.
Both full-blooded 
Indians, the Kellys spoke 
about the life and customs 
of the Indian people before 
the coming of the white 
man.
A member of the Haida
minister’s address has not 
been announced.
The Pentecostal 
clergyman, who is well 
known as a very able 
speaker, was expected to 
outline policies for this 
di.strict.
Furnaces, Fireplaces, 
























































5" continuous gutter and 





Stof?l S Aluininuin Mig Welding 







Marine Auto & Safety Gloss 




9786 Second St. 
656-1313
Charlotte Islands, Kelly 
explained the training of the 
chiefs; how from infancy 
they were taken in hand by 
their uncles, the mother’s 
brothers, and taught in 
every way in which they had 
to lead the people in future 
life.
When the white man 
came and the Indians heard 
of all their wonders they 
came from near and far to 
.see the mysteries, very few 
returning. Most of them 
tried to adopt the white 
man’s habits, which proved 



















24I2D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney. B.C. 656-5551
>gninsuiae




Cor & house openups
Phone 656-4211
I






THE CENTRAL SAANICH 
MOBILE LOCKSMITH
An editorial: “You 
fellows that are in the habit 
of cussing and using all 
sorts of profane, vulgar 
language in the presence of 
others, especially children, 
get some soap and water 
and a real good mop and 
give your mouths a good 
scouring and let your 
conversation be cleaner a 
year from now. Profanity 
and dirty yulgarity is the 












Dieniwood Boyj'B.C. r 
VOS TAG A v .V ' ■
652-3991
Most kinds of Metal Work In-, 
eluding Sheet Light Plate and 
Angle, etc. Specialising in Boat 
.Roils, Tanks ond Custom Har-' 
dware. Aluminum and Stainless 
WeldIngJ





I specialize in small business 
accounting and income tax at 
economical rates. Year round 
service. For pick up call:
F.R. ANDERSEN 6S2-1769 
17-7675E.SaonlchRd.
Saanichton, B.C.
10200 Boworbonk Rd.. 
Sidney
FACTORY CERTIFIED 
MECHANIC ON DUTY 








Windows • Floors 







Also Houling. Will clollvor ono lo 














DRYCLEANING & LAUNDRY SERVICE 
MENS AND LADIES ALTERATIONS AND 
REPAIRS DONE ON THE PREMISES
20% Off All Dry Cleaning Every Tues.
7120 W. Saanich Rd.
In The Brentwood Village Square 652-1555 
. Hours: 7:30-6 p.m. 


















A cottage on a one- 
acre .lot overlooking 
Roberts’ Bay is availabje 
for $600,. according to a 
real estate ;ad. Electricity 
available:
‘ There has just £ been 
erected at Deep Coye off 
j the end of; Birch iRoadfia 
? new float and landing Tbr 
the accommodation of 
small boats and launches. 
This improvement: will be 
appreciated and has . long 
been needed in this district.:’
The work consists of a 
float, 60 feet long and 15 
feet wide, with an approaich 
295 feet long and 6 feet 
wide, on piles.
The work has been 
carried out by the 
Department of Public 
Works of Canada, under 
the district engineer, Mr, 
J.P. Forde.
This is the second wharf 
to be erected at Deep Cove. 
The first was buiU at the 
north end of the bay, but 
has never been satisfactory, 
having no access to the 
highway. It was built about 
1912 when the B.C. Electric 
built the Chalet and 
operated a suburban 
tramway through the 
Saanich Peninsula.
Local Meat Market 
offered rump roast beef at 
69 cents a pound.
Trustees of Saanich 
School District passed the 
buck on Monday evening.
A letter received from 
Minister of Education R.E. 
Bonner urged that all co.sts 
be kept to a minimum in 
accordance with the 
provincial government’s 
policy of economy. 
Emphasis on economy was 
particularly urged while 
estimates were being 
discussed.
On the motion of G.L. 
Chattertoh the board 
authorized a reply to the 
minister explaining that as 
the major expenditure of 
the board was the payment 
of teachers’ salaries no 
control could be exerted.
An editorial oh 
Gaglardi’s address to the 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Chamber of Commerce: 
“The. fact that Hon. P.A. 
Gaglardi is an outstanding 
drawing card was proven by 
the very large attendance of 
visitors at the meeting. And 
it is only fair to say that the 
minister proved no 
disappointirient. Hemade a 
very good impressipn£His 
listeners left the hall 
convinced : that Mr. 
Gaglardi is attempting to do 
a good, conscientious job 
for the people of; this 
;province.;■ :■
“Hon. Mr. Gaglardi 
promised very little£But he: 
emphasized repeatedly his 
sincere desire to assist in the 
solution of problems. The 
R^vievv is confident that tfieft: ; 
minister will be'successful.” I;: ■!



















Two sections of Patricia 
Bay Highway arc “under 
fire" by both Central 
Saanich coimciraiul Central 
Saanich Chamber of 
Coinmcrcc,
Tlie junction of Keating 
Cross Road nnd Patricia 
Bay Highway and the 
adjacent Junction of East 
Saanich Rond and Patricia 
Buy Highway arc the 






.:,■■■• ' FOR EXPERT ' , '
SINGER SEWING MACHINE,
SALES A SERVICE Repairs'to Any
Make of Machine.
Calvin W. Sever „
652-4727 l'i«c Pickup® Delivery.
Both junctions 
necessitated the crossing of 
soullibound traffic by the 
vehicles heading north on to 
cither of titc secondary 







G. Rtnm'eu ■ ■ 
















Free Pick up and 
Delivery,
656-4698
It was urged that the bus 
shelter at Keating Cross 
Road be removed from its 
present location and set 
back clear of the junction 
Tlic CImmber also asked 
that a system of traffic 
tanc.s similar to tho;;e at 
Hnynl Oak lie Insfiluted.
The reqnc.st was warmly 
endorsed by eoimdl.
Spring Tune-lips, Repairs & Sharpening
All Makes & Models 
Your Complete Lawnmower Shop
« « «
Al's Super Ijwnmnwer Sales ft Seivice
5481 Ifamsleilcy Rd., VIcL 65«*8«82
British Columbltt 
Mlnlsler of Ptiidle Work*; 
lion, P.A. Gaglardi has 
accepted the invitation of 
the Sidney and North 
Snariieh rhaitiher of 
Commerce to address a 
meeiinft here, Subject of the
Road at Island View 
Beach was; completely 
blbcked agaiti this week as 
storms broke through the 
barrier of lo^; and swept 
them across the roadway .j 
For the: third ' time this 
winter the residence of Mr.; 
and Mrs. T. Amos ywas: 
isolated from Telegrapli 
Road-.;"y,
The road has been a 
major problem to Central 
Saanich council since the 
municipality was formed;
* * *
Members of the village 
commission of Sidney sat as 
a court of appeal to hear 
protests against'the current 
a.s,scssmcnts for tax pur­
poses on Monday.
Of the substantial 
number of property owners 
who indicated that they 
would appeal titc 
assessments, only three 
appeared to voice protests.
A rc.spcctful hearing was 
given each appellant and 
judgment was reserved by 
the court';:,
.m.* *
Village of Sidney may 
acquire certain crown lands 
within the municipal 
boundaries, The Reviewi 
was informed this week by 
J.D. Tisdallc, Satthicli 
M.L.A,\:.'y.'V':,y:::.':y^yy:y'.'yyy.;y;t,':y 
Lying along the proposed 
'new y'"'yyScvcnihyy;.yyy, Sifcet^yyy 
Ihoroirghfarc between 
Beacon Avenue and Henry 
Avenue are six attraclive 
building lots presently held 
by the provincial gover­
nment. The village may 
purchase these lol.s from the 
government for $20 each, 
or a total of $120.
For some years no 
cocktail lounge has 
operated In North .Saanich. 
Tipplers have had to be 
content with slaking tlieir 
ihiist with beer at either 
Sidney or North Cove. 
Their only other option has 
been to travel to the 
government liquor store in 
Sidney and carry away 
spirits to imbibe in their 
ownhomes.; .■ y£".^'■■:''£''
Question of one or more
■'■JoiingM' ■ for
Villago of Sidney was raised ,• 
last week when the 
provincial government 
designated the little 
municipality as ilcenslhg 
’ «rcaNo..60.:y':''
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ADVISORY PLANNING 
COMMISSION TO REVIEW 
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL
The motion at Monday 
night’s meeting of the 
Central Saanich subdivision 
and zoning committee to 
refer the Canada 
Trust/PIanistics Group 
proposal for residential 
development around 
Saanichton Bay to the 
advisory planning com­
mission for report within 60 
days generated considerable 
free-wheeling discussion.
A letter from the 
Planistics Group stating 
they wished to comply with 
council and w'cre most 
anxious to continue the 
dialogue was read. The
letter also pointed out the 
property had been acquired 
when 20 residential units 
per acre was permitted.
A by-law to down-zone 
the area to single family 
dwellings in conformity 
with the revised community 
plan has received first 
reading by council.
The committee chairman, 
Aid. Geo. MacFarlane, said 
that along with any referral 
the planning commission 
should be advised on 
council’s policy regarding 
housing density. Aid. Earle 
Tabor agreed that some 
guidelines should be given
/4QUAT1EL PET SHOPl
udgie - Canary - Finch Mix 79c Lb,
Beacon Piaza 656-3314
Queen Size FLOATATION BEDS 
■complete with frame,
J4.3900
and that they be something 
in between apartment and 
single family dwellings. 
Aid. Dick Sharpe objected 
that planning consultants 
who advised single family 
dwellings had been 
retained, costing time and 
money.
Mayor Jean Butler said 
she had always been op­
posed to single family 
housing in this area. It was, 
she said, in the original 
sewer enterprise area and 
another look should be 
taken.
“I don’t want to .sec any 
more low cost hou.sing in 
this area. We need a 
consultant to see what is the 
best use for this land; it is 
one of the la.st good areas 
left.”
Aid. Dave Hill thought it 
was unfair to ask the ad­
visory planning commission 
to make any recom­
mendations until the down­
zoning by-law had received 
second reading and the 
■public had been brought in. 
The down-zoning he said 
was due to a shift in 
population in this area and 
had been included in the 
draft of the revised com­
munity plan, which was 
now liable to be changed 
before it is even adopted.
Aid. Percy Lazarz 
commented that the 
committee itself should 
review the propo.sals with 
staff and make recom­
mendations.
Committee chairman. 
Aid. Geo. MacFarlane, said 
that one of the problems is 
that the developers don’t 
like to proceed with high 
cost housing just across the 
street from the current low 
cost apartment blocks.
Screens of trees, he said, 
would have to be provided 
and this would mean higher 
density in the remaining 
area. People, he said, don’t 




vised the committee that 
input from the advisory 
planning commission was 
needed.
A revised motion to refer 
the proposal to the advisory 
planning commission to 
discuss with the developer 
and a planning consultant 
carried with Aid. Dave Hill 
in dissent.
Restrictions On Golfers 
Day Care Centre
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Smorgasbord Lunch Thursday and Sunday 
All other Days Luncheon Menu
Smorgasbord Dinner Wednesday Evening 
Any other day, A La Carte Menu
A day care centre at 
Ardmore Golf Course 
should be available only to 
children of parents playing 
golf. North Saanich 
Committee ‘A’ decided 
Monday night.
The committee will 
recommend that council 
send a letter to the golf 
course owners outlining the 
zoning restrictions.
The course is zoned 
‘‘Recreational and 
Commercial” which does ot 
allow day care centres for 
w dr k i n g mot he r s . 
Municipal clerk Edward 
Fairs also said the centre
Phone Early for Reservations
656-3541
Earthquake
■ A11 ; e a r t h : :! t r e m o r
measuring 3.4 on the 
Richter scale hit the Greater 
Victoria area from 
Langford to Sidney 
Monday.
No injuries or damage 
was reported.
would be run by a group in 
Sidney.
“This we’ve got to 
refuse,” committee 
chairman Eric Sherwood 
said and Owen Philp called 
the request questionable.
Philp also said it is an 
‘‘opening for another bylaw 
to be infracted.”
George Westwood then 
asked what bylaw was not 
infracted.
North Saanich Com­
mittee ‘A’ tabled a proposal 
Monday night that would 
have removed a major 
stumbling block for Plyad 
Investment Corp. to expand 
the Canoe Cove marina by 
160 berths,







Cove must be rebuilt and 
was called a ‘‘damn mess” 
by Owen Philp.
However, Edgar Farthing 
was opposed to any ex­
pansion.
Committee chairman 
Eric Sherwood said they 
should decide the density 
based on the community 
plan.
KROEHLER High Back 
SWIVEL ROCKERS, 











agreed that by allovying just 
the children of golfing 
parents will stretch the 
zoning bylaw. The property 
is also invihe Agricultural 
Land Reserve.
If the course,owners still 
wish to proceed with the 
centre and play school 
without the restrictions 
stated by committee, they 
will have to go to public 
hearing, have the property 
removed from the 
Agriculture Land Reserve 
and rezoned.
TWO UNIDENTIFIED SIDNEY MEN escaped serious, if not fatal 
injury, Wednesday, when the tree they were falling contacted and broke a 
power line.
Dorothy Tupper, B.C. Hydro Information Officer, said she could not 
release the names of the two men. Nor would she comment on the incident 
until a report from the area patrolman was received.
Miss Tupper said that persons planning to clear or trim trees near power 
lines, should first contact the Hydro, at 479-9311. “Hydro will be happy 
to send personnel to preview the situation, and in some cases, will trim or 
top trees,” she said. She added that those persons who do not contact the 
Hydro might be charaged for the repair or replacement of damaged 
equipment. .
The public should be aware that power systems in the Sidney area in­
clude a device called a “recloser”; a relay that automatically re-energizes 
power circuits in the event of a failure. Since many power outages are the 
re.sult of minor problems that clear themselves immediately, the recloser 
eliminates the need to send a patrolman for a visual inspection of the miles 
of line composing a circuit.
In some areas, a recloser will operate three or , more times. But in 
Sidney, the units operate once only, and then “lock-out” if the problem 
persists. Once “locked-out”, the circuitmust be manually reset before 
povver can tje restored.
■ TheTwo men involved in Wednesday’s incident were fortunate that the 
recloser h%J^arlier beeri turned off, in order that line crews could work bn 
the circuif.iIt isWery possible that one or both cOuld otherwise have been 
injured; Power was restored a 1 p:m.; 45 minutes after the incidentw
Sidney Veterinaiy Seivice
2327Beacon Avenue 
(In the Mall) Sidney, B.C. 
DR. E.L. DAHL, D. V.M. 
&








BEACON PLAZA MALL 








Will Hold Rummage Sale 
Brentwood U.C.W. will 
hold a rummage sale in the 
Brentwood United Church 
Basement on Saturday, 
March 24, from 10 a.m. to 
1 p.m.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
10 a.m. to 9 p^m. Sundays
WEST SAANICH RD.
GIANT
across from the Brentwood Post Office






39 FRESH Boneless S “1 49PORK STEAK lb.1
GAINERS SLICED

















★ Drumsticks ^ g® it Thighs ^ I$129
tAt Breasts
FRESH Lean, Boneless €




























Aiini p*i% Rod orAPPLES fiolrien
3 IBS. 7 9
LOCAL
POTATOES
15 lb.
Cello Bag
EACH
CALIFORNIA FRESH
LEHUCE EACH
I ■(*.'■
